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Preface
The International Energy Agency
The International Energy Agency (IEA) was established in 1974 within the framework of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) to implement an international energy programme. A basic aim of the IEA is to foster international
cooperation among the 30 IEA participating countries and to increase energy security through energy research, development and
demonstration in the fields of technologies for energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.

The IEA Energy in Buildings and Communities Programme
The IEA co-ordinates international energy research and development (R&D) activities through a comprehensive portfolio of
Technology Collaboration Programmes (TCPs). The mission of the IEA Energy in Buildings and Communities (IEA EBC) TCP is to
support the acceleration of the transformation of the built environment towards more energy efficient and sustainable buildings and
communities, by the development and dissemination of knowledge, technologies and processes and other solutions through
international collaborative research and open innovation. (Until 2013, the IEA EBC Programme was known as the IEA Energy
Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems Programme, ECBCS.)
The high priority research themes in the EBC Strategic Plan 2019-2024 are based on research drivers, national programmes within
the EBC participating countries, the Future Buildings Forum (FBF) Think Tank Workshop held in Singapore in October 2017 and a
Strategy Planning Workshop held at the EBC Executive Committee Meeting in November 2017. The research themes represent a
collective input of the Executive Committee members and Operating Agents to exploit technological and other opportunities to save
energy in the buildings sector, and to remove technical obstacles to market penetration of new energy technologies, systems and
processes. Future EBC collaborative research and innovation work should have its focus on these themes.
At the Strategy Planning Workshop in 2017, some 40 research themes were developed. From those 40 themes, 10 themes of
special high priority have been extracted, taking into consideration a score that was given to each theme at the workshop. The 10
high priority themes can be separated in two types namely ‘Objectives’ and ‘Means’. These two groups are distinguished for a better
understanding of the different themes.
Objectives: The strategic objectives of the EBC TCP are as follows:
– reinforcing the technical and economic basis for refurbishment of existing buildings, including financing, engagement of
stakeholders and promotion of co-benefits;
– improvement of planning, construction and management processes to reduce the performance gap between design stage
assessments and real-world operation;
– the creation of ‘low tech’, robust and affordable technologies;
– the further development of energy efficient cooling in hot and humid, or dry climates, avoiding mechanical cooling if possible;– the
creation of holistic solution sets for district level systems taking into account energy grids, overall performance, business models,
engagement of stakeholders, and transport energy system implications.
Means: The strategic objectives of the EBC TCP will be achieved by the means listed below:
– the creation of tools for supporting design and construction through to operations and maintenance, including building energy
standards and life cycle analysis (LCA);
– benefitting from ‘living labs’ to provide experience of and overcome barriers to adoption of energy efficiency measures;
– improving smart control of building services technical installations, including occupant and operator interfaces;
– addressing data issues in buildings, including non-intrusive and secure data collection;
– the development of building information modelling (BIM) as a game changer, from design and construction through to operations
and maintenance.
The themes in both groups can be the subject for new Annexes, but what distinguishes them is that the ‘objectives’ themes are final
goals or solutions (or part of) for an energy efficient built environment, while the ‘means’ themes are instruments or enablers to
reach such a goal. These themes are explained in more detail in the EBC Strategic Plan 2019-2024.

The Executive Committee
Overall control of the IEA EBC Programme is maintained by an Executive Committee, which not only monitors existing projects,
but also identifies new strategic areas in which collaborative efforts may be beneficial. As the Programme is based on a contract
with the IEA, the projects are legally established as Annexes to the IEA EBC Implementing Agreement. At the present time, the
following projects have been initiated by the IEA EBC Executive Committee, with completed projects identified by (*) and joint
projects with the IEA Solar Heating and Cooling Technology Collaboration Programme by (☼):
Annex 1: Load Energy Determination of Buildings (*)
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Annex 2: Ekistics and Advanced Community Energy Systems (*)
Annex 3: Energy Conservation in Residential Buildings (*)
Annex 4: Glasgow Commercial Building Monitoring (*)
Annex 5: Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre
Annex 6: Energy Systems and Design of Communities (*)
Annex 7: Local Government Energy Planning (*)
Annex 8: Inhabitants Behaviour with Regard to Ventilation (*)
Annex 9: Minimum Ventilation Rates (*)
Annex 10: Building HVAC System Simulation (*)
Annex 11: Energy Auditing (*)
Annex 12: Windows and Fenestration (*)
Annex 13: Energy Management in Hospitals (*)
Annex 14: Condensation and Energy (*)
Annex 15: Energy Efficiency in Schools (*)
Annex 16: BEMS 1- User Interfaces and System Integration (*)
Annex 17: BEMS 2- Evaluation and Emulation Techniques (*)
Annex 18: Demand Controlled Ventilation Systems (*)
Annex 19: Low Slope Roof Systems (*)
Annex 20: Air Flow Patterns within Buildings (*)
Annex 21: Thermal Modelling (*)
Annex 22: Energy Efficient Communities (*)
Annex 23: Multi Zone Air Flow Modelling (COMIS) (*)
Annex 24: Heat, Air and Moisture Transfer in Envelopes (*)
Annex 25: Real time HVAC Simulation (*)
Annex 26: Energy Efficient Ventilation of Large Enclosures (*)
Annex 27: Evaluation and Demonstration of Domestic Ventilation Systems (*)
Annex 28: Low Energy Cooling Systems (*)
Annex 29: ☼ Daylight in Buildings (*)
Annex 30: Bringing Simulation to Application (*)
Annex 31: Energy-Related Environmental Impact of Buildings (*)
Annex 32: Integral Building Envelope Performance Assessment (*)
Annex 33: Advanced Local Energy Planning (*)
Annex 34: Computer-Aided Evaluation of HVAC System Performance (*)
Annex 35: Design of Energy Efficient Hybrid Ventilation (HYBVENT) (*)
Annex 36: Retrofitting of Educational Buildings (*)
Annex 37: Low Exergy Systems for Heating and Cooling of Buildings (LowEx) (*)
Annex 38: ☼ Solar Sustainable Housing (*)
Annex 39: High Performance Insulation Systems (*)
Annex 40: Building Commissioning to Improve Energy Performance (*)
Annex 41: Whole Building Heat, Air and Moisture Response (MOIST-ENG) (*)
Annex 42: The Simulation of Building-Integrated Fuel Cell and Other Cogeneration Systems (FC+COGEN-SIM) (*)
Annex 43: ☼ Testing and Validation of Building Energy Simulation Tools (*)
Annex 44: Integrating Environmentally Responsive Elements in Buildings (*)
Annex 45: Energy Efficient Electric Lighting for Buildings (*)
Annex 46: Holistic Assessment Tool-kit on Energy Efficient Retrofit Measures for Government Buildings (EnERGo) (*)
Annex 47: Cost-Effective Commissioning for Existing and Low Energy Buildings (*)
Annex 48: Heat Pumping and Reversible Air Conditioning (*)
Annex 49: Low Exergy Systems for High Performance Buildings and Communities (*)
Annex 50: Prefabricated Systems for Low Energy Renovation of Residential Buildings (*)
Annex 51: Energy Efficient Communities (*)
Annex 52: ☼ Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings (*)
Annex 53: Total Energy Use in Buildings: Analysis and Evaluation Methods (*)
Annex 54: Integration of Micro-Generation and Related Energy Technologies in Buildings (*)
Annex 55: Reliability of Energy Efficient Building Retrofitting - Probability Assessment of Performance and Cost (RAP-RETRO) (*)
Annex 56: Cost Effective Energy and CO2 Emissions Optimization in Building Renovation (*)
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Annex 57: Evaluation of Embodied Energy and CO2 Equivalent Emissions for Building Construction (*)
Annex 58: Reliable Building Energy Performance Characterisation Based on Full Scale Dynamic Measurements (*)
Annex 59: High Temperature Cooling and Low Temperature Heating in Buildings (*)
Annex 60: New Generation Computational Tools for Building and Community Energy Systems (*)
Annex 61: Business and Technical Concepts for Deep Energy Retrofit of Public Buildings (*)
Annex 62: Ventilative Cooling (*)
Annex 63: Implementation of Energy Strategies in Communities (*)
Annex 64: LowEx Communities - Optimised Performance of Energy Supply Systems with Exergy Principles (*)
Annex 65: Long-Term Performance of Super-Insulating Materials in Building Components and Systems (*)
Annex 66: Definition and Simulation of Occupant Behavior in Buildings (*)
Annex 67: Energy Flexible Buildings (*)
Annex 68: Indoor Air Quality Design and Control in Low Energy Residential Buildings (*)
Annex 69: Strategy and Practice of Adaptive Thermal Comfort in Low Energy Buildings
Annex 70: Energy Epidemiology: Analysis of Real Building Energy Use at Scale
Annex 71: Building Energy Performance Assessment Based on In-situ Measurements
Annex 72: Assessing Life Cycle Related Environmental Impacts Caused by Buildings
Annex 73: Towards Net Zero Energy Resilient Public Communities
Annex 74: Competition and Living Lab Platform
Annex 75: Cost-effective Building Renovation at District Level Combining Energy Efficiency and Renewables
Annex 76: ☼ Deep Renovation of Historic Buildings Towards Lowest Possible Energy Demand and CO2 Emissions
Annex 77: ☼ Integrated Solutions for Daylight and Electric Lighting
Annex 78: Supplementing Ventilation with Gas-phase Air Cleaning, Implementation and Energy Implications
Annex 79: Occupant-Centric Building Design and Operation
Annex 80: Resilient Cooling
Annex 81: Data-Driven Smart Buildings
Annex 82: Energy Flexible Buildings Towards Resilient Low Carbon Energy Systems
Annex 83: Positive Energy Districts
Annex 84: Demand Management of Buildings in Thermal Networks
Annex 85: Indirect Evaporative Cooling
Annex 86: Energy Efficient Indoor Air Quality Management in Residential Buildings
Working Group - Energy Efficiency in Educational Buildings (*)
Working Group - Indicators of Energy Efficiency in Cold Climate Buildings (*)
Working Group - Annex 36 Extension: The Energy Concept Adviser (*)
Working Group - HVAC Energy Calculation Methodologies for Non-residential Buildings (*)
Working Group - Cities and Communities
Working Group – Building Energy Codes

IEA EBC Annex 71: Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements
Annex 71 in general
Decreasing the energy use in buildings can only be achieved by an accurate characterization of the as-built energy performance of
buildings. This is mainly for two reasons. First of all, despite the ever more stringent energy legislation for new and renovated
buildings, monitoring the actual energy performances reveals in many cases a significant performance gap compared to the
theoretically designed targets. Secondly, the increasing need for integration of renewable energy stresses on the existing energy
systems. This can be remedied by using intelligent systems and energy grids that are aware of the actual status of the buildings.
Within IEA EBC Annex 58, a first step was taken to characterize the actual energy performance of buildings based on full scale
dynamic measurements. The onsite assessment methods applied within this project mainly focused on the thermal performance of
the building fabric. By investigating the possibilities and limitations of black and grey box system identification models, guidelines
were developed on how to assess the overall heat transfer coefficient of a building starting from dynamic measured data instead of
static co-heating tests. Notwithstanding Annex 58 showed that onsite quality checks are feasible, the project highlighted at the same
time the need of non-intrusive methods. Annex 71 progressed with the achievements of IEA EBC Annex 58, but aimed to make the
step towards monitoring in-use buildings. The IEA EBC Annex 71 project focused on the development of replicable
methodologies embedded in a statistical and building physical framework to characterize and assess the actual energy
performance of buildings starting from on board monitored data of in-use buildings.
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Structure of the project
The IEA EBC Annex 71-project was limited to residential buildings, for which the development of characterisation methods as well
as of quality assurance methods have been explored. Characterisation methods aim to translate the (dynamic) behaviour of a
building into a simplified model that can inform predictive control, fault detection, optimisation of district energy systems,… Within
Annex 71 we refered to this as building behaviour identification. Quality assurance methods aim to pinpoint some of the most
relevant actual building performance metrics. This part is referred to as physical parameter identification.
A reliable characterisation and quality assurance is strongly dependent on the availability and quality of the input data. At the same
time, the expected quality and reliability of the outcome will be determined by the required accuracy to perform a quality assurance.
As a result, the analysis of potential methods was steered by both the possibilities and limitations of the available input data as well
as by the requested outcome to perform real quality checks. Therefore, the research project was organised as illustrated in the
figure below and five subtasks were defined:

Subtask 1 investigated the possibilities and limitations of common data bases and monitoring systems. This subtask is strongly
related to subtasks 2 and 3 by linking the available input data – as much as possible based on existing (non-intrusive) monitoring
systems and data bases – to the accuracy of the predicted outcome. A state of the art survey of existing methods, their costs,
timeframe and typical accuracy was made. In a second part the step from monitoring to current on board measuring methods was
reviewed. Finally, the application of an on-site measured heat transfer coefficient within the global energy efficiency framework was
proposed.
Subtask 2 focused on the development of dynamic data analysis methods suitable for describing the energy dynamics of buildings.
Based on in-situ monitored data, prediction models were applied and optimised that can be used in model predictive control, fault
detection, and design, control and optimisation of district energy systems,… Necessary data acquisition, development of
methodologies and accuracy and reliability of the building behaviour identification models was investigated.
The focus of Subtask 3 was on development of dynamic data analysis methods suitable for physical parameter identification of
buildings. Contrary to Subtask 2, in which the identified parameters do not necessarily have a physical meaning (or do not
correspond to the actual value), parameter identification aims to characterize the actual physical parameter. Subtask 3 hence
investigated which methodologies are most suitable to determine the actual energy performance indicators of buildings, such as the
overall heat loss coefficient, solar aperture,… As in subtask 2, the focus was on methodologies that can be used on occupied
buildings, making use of (limited) monitored data.
Subtask 4 investigated to what extent the methodologies developed in ST2 and ST3 can be used in a quality assessment
framework. A large survey was performed amongst possible stakeholders on interest and expectations of quality assessment
methods based on in-situ measured data. The main focus was on the determination of the actual heat loss coefficient of a building
in an easy, cheap and reliable way, so that it can replace the calculated design value in energy performance certifications. That
way, subtask 4 made the link between the annex-participants and certification bodies, government, practitioners in the field. At the
same time, subtask 4 gave the necessary boundary conditions (reliability, accuracy, cost,…) the methodologies have to fulfil to be
applicable in real life quality checks.
Subtask 5 continued the collaboration with DYNASTEE (www.dynastee.info), started within Annex 58. This collaboration showed to
be extremely fruitful in dissemination of the results, collecting and distributing research outcomes, and organizing conferences,
workshops and training courses.
The BES-validation exercise investigated the reliability of common building energy simulation programs. There has been
significant work undertaken in past IEA EBC Annexes on validation, particularly inter-program comparisons (e.g BESTEST) and
empirical validation on test cells. In Annex 58, empirical validation was extended to full-scale buildings, namely the Twin Houses at
Fraunhofer IBP’s test site in Holzkirchen, Germany. In this research, the focus was on fabric performance with simple internal heat
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gain schedules. The empirical validation undertaken in IEA Annex 71 extended the scope of the experiments in the Twin Houses by
including underfloor heating systems and realistic occupancy schedules.

Overview of the working meetings
The preparation and working phase of the project encompassed nine working meetings:
Meeting
Kick off meeting
Second preparation meeting
First working meeting
Second working meeting
Third working meeting
Fourth working meeting
Fifth working meeting
Sixth working meeting
Seventh working meeting
Eighth working meeting
Closing event

Place, date
Leuven, Belgium, October 2016
Loughborough, UK, April 2017
Chambéry, France, October 2017
Brussels, Belgium, April 2018
Innsbruck, Austria, October 2018
Bilbao, Spain, April 2019
Rosenheim, Germany, October 2019
On-line meeting, April 2020
On-line meeting, October 2020
On-line meeting, April 2021
Salford, UK, September 2021

Attended by
49 participants
61 participants
62 participants
56 participants
55 participants
59 participants
56 participants
50 participants
50 participants
56 participants

During these meetings, working papers on different subjects related to full scale testing and data analysis were presented and
discussed. Over the course of the Annex, different experiments on characterisation and quality assessment were undertaken, and
several common exercises on data analysis methods were introduced and solved.

Outcome of the project
The IEA EBC Annex 71-project worked closely together with the Dynastee-network (www.dynastee.info). One of the deliverables of
the Annex project was the enhancement of this network and promoting of actual building performance characterization based on full
scale measurements and the appropriate data analysis techniques. This network of excellence on full scale testing and dynamic
data analysis organizes on a regular basis events such as international workshops, annual training, with outputs that support
organisations interested in full scale testing campaigns.
In addition to the network of excellence, the outcome of the Annex 71-project has been described in a set of reports, including:
IEA EBC Annex 71 – Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements: challenges and general framework
(joint report of Subtasks 1 and 4)
IEA EBC Annex 71 – Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements: building behaviour identification
(report of Subtask 2)
IEA EBC Annex 71 – Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements: physical parameter identification
(report of Subtask 3)
IEA EBC Annex 71 – Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements: design, description and results of
the validation of building energy simulation programs (report of the BES-validation exercise)
IEA EBC Annex 71- Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements: project summary report

List of participants and coregroup
In total 42 institutes from 11 countries participated in the IEA EBC Annex 71-project. The different participants are listed below:
Austria:

Max Blöchle, Austrian Institute of Technology
A. Susanne Metzger, Vienna University of Technology
Gabriel Rojas, University of Innsbruck

Belgium:

Geert Bauwens, KU Leuven (subtask 3 co-leader)
Hans Bloem, INIVE – Dynastee (subtask 5 co-leader)
Karel De Sloover, Belgian Building Research Institute
Jade Deltour, Belgian Building Research Institute
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Arash Erfani, KU Leuven
Nicolas Heijmans, Belgian Building Research Institute
Eline Himpe, Ghent University
Evi Lambie, KU Leuven / EnergyVille
Gabrielle Masy, UCLouvain
Glenn Reynders, VITO EnergyVille (subtask 2 co-leader)
Katia Ritosa, KU Leuven (secretary)
Staf Roels, KU Leuven (operating agent)
Dirk Saelens, KU Leuven / EnergyVille (subtask 2 co-leader)
Marieline Senave, KU Leuven / EnergyVille (secretary)
Liesje Van Gelder, BCCA (subtask 4 leader)
Matthias Van Hove, Ghent University
Luk Vandaele, INIVE – Dynastee (subtask 5 co-leader)
Xiang Zhang (Jason), KU Leuven
Denmark:

Peder Bacher, Technical University of Denmark
Morten Brøgger , Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) , Aalborg University
Christoffer Rasmussen, Technical University of Denmark
Kim B. Wittchen, Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) , Aalborg University
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Abbreviations
List of frequently used abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

AIM-2

Alberta Air Infiltration Model

ARX

Autoregressive with Exogenous Inputs

AVG

Average Method

BES

Building Energy Simulation

CI

Confidence interval

DHW

Domestic hot water

EN

European Norm

EPBD

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

ES

Energy Signature Method

GB

Grey-box Modelling (in the context of this report same as State-space Modelling)

GBORO

Gainsborough Test House

HP

Heat pump

HR

Heat recovery

IEA EBC

Energy in Buildings and Communities Programme of the International Energy Agency

LBORO

Loughborough Matched Pair Test Houses

LR

Linear Regression

LR1

Linear Regression Approach 1, forced through zero

LR2

Linear Regression Approach 2, forced through zero

LR3

Linear Regression Approach 3

MLR

Multiple Linear Regression

SD

Standard deviation

SH

Space heating

SS

State-space Modelling (in the context of this subtask same as Grey-box Modelling)

Twin N2

Twin Test House N2

Twin O5

Twin Test House O5

Uccle

Uccle Test House

UFH

Underfloor heating

U-value

Thermal transmittance of a building element
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Definitions
Explanation of frequently used definitions:
B-splines: B-spline is piecewise polynomial, where the mth order B-splines signify series of polynomials of degree
m-1. The key feature of B-splines is that the point-wise sum of infinitely B-spline series for the entire range of interest
is always equal to one.
Building Energy Simulation (BES): computer modelling based on building physics, used in the evaluation of
energy and environmental aspects of building performance.
Building thermal envelope: defined in ISO EN 52016 as “total area of all elements of a building that enclose
thermally conditioned spaces through which thermal energy is transferred, directly or indirectly, to or from the
external environment”.
g-value (Total Solar Energy Transmittance): The total energy transmittance of a glazing, indicates the proportion
of the incident radiation which is transmitted by the glazing, based on EN 410:2011.
HTC (Heat Transfer Coefficient): defined in ISO 13789 as the “heat flow rate divided by temperature difference
between two environments”. It represents the steady-state aggregate total fabric and ventilation heat transfer from
the entire thermal envelope in Watts per kelvin of temperature difference (ΔT) between the internal and external
environments, and is expressed in Watts/Kelvin (W/K) (BSI, 2017). In this document, HTC typically refers to the
fabric heat transfer by conduction and air infiltration, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Solar aperture (solar transmittance, gA value): The solar transmittance of an observed transparent building
element as a function of window properties, window orientation, shading obstacles, and other variables which are
infeasible to observe alone.
Test case: In the context of this Annex a test case is a dwelling subjected to (extensive) monitoring campaigns in
order to get detailed measurement data which are used in HTC assessment.
Thermal zone: defined in ISO EN 52016 as “internal environment with assumed sufficiently uniform thermal
conditions to enable a thermal balance calculation". In the zoning procedure neighbouring spaces with similar
services and comfort settings are merged in thermal zones. A dwelling is often treated as a two-zone building,
consisting of a day and night zone.
U-value: U-value, also known as thermal transmittance, is defined in ISO 7345 as the “heat flow rate in the steady
state divided by area and by the temperature difference between the surroundings on both sides of a flat uniform
system” in unit W/(m2·K).
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List of symbols
Explanation of frequently used simbols:
Symbol

Description

Unit

C

Heat capacity

J/K

ca

Specific heat capacity of air

J/kgK

Ci

Heat capacity of the indoor air in the observed dwelling

J/K

Ci,eff

Effective averaged heat capacity of the dwelling

J/K

Cm

Thermal mass of the dwelling

J/K

g

Total energy transmittance or g-value of the glazing

-

Ga

Ventilation air flow rate

kg/s

gA

Solar aperture

m2

HTC

Heat transfer coefficient

W/K

HTCinf

Heat transfer coefficient due to infiltration

W/K

HTCtr

Heat transfer coefficient due to transmission

W/K

Hvent

Heat gains/losses due to ventilation

W/K

Isol

Global solar irradiation

W/m2

Isol,dif

Diffuse solar irradiation

W/m2

Isol,dir

Direct solar irradiation

W/m2

ɳHR

Heat recovery efficiency

%

RH

Relative (air) humidity

%

θ

Temperature

K or °C

θe

Outdoor air temperature

K or °C

θi

Indoor air temperature

K or °C

θsup

Ventilation air supply temperature

K or °C

Φ

Heat flow rate

W

Φh

Heat input by the heating system

W

Φinf

Infiltration heat exchange

W

Φint

Internal heat gains from occupants and appliances

W

Φl

Latent heat exchange due to moisture loading and unloading of interior objects
and building parts

W

Φm

Heat exchange when loading/unloading thermal mass of interior objects and
building parts

W
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Φsol

Solar heat gains through transparent fabric parts

W

Φtr

Transmission heat exchange towards adjacent, towards neighbouring buildings
and towards the external environment taking into account solar radiation and long
wave heat exchange at the exterior surfaces

W

Φv

Heat exchange due to mechanical ventilation

W
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1.

Introduction

In Subtask 3 ‘Physical Parameter Identification’ of the IEA EBC Annex 71 project we investigated methodologies to
identify, in a way that is reproducible and repeatable, the performance of the fabric and systems of residential buildings
that are in use, and for which we have limited monitoring data available. This is different from Subtask 2, as the identified
performance indicators directly reflect actual physical parameters. To achieve the above, we apply statistical methods
that are based on physical background knowledge.
The physical background is elaborated in Chapter 2. A complete heat balance is constructed as an umbrella that serves
to encapsulate the different simplified models that are applied in this subtask. This reference allows us the clear
pinpointing of the physical phenomena that are lumped into the estimated parameters, and to evaluate the impact of
the model simplification on reliability.
The underlying pursuit that we set ourselves is to assess the building’s Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC). In Chapter 3
methods to determine HTC are established and further developed. Methods can be static, e.g. linear regression or
energy signature, or dynamic, using e.g. ARX or stochastic state-space models. But they all consider simplified models
of the investigated building. They also all use statistical modelling techniques to assess uncertainty and determine how
accurate are the obtained performance indicators, and how confident we can be about them.
In Chapter 4 we review the different input parameters and corresponding statistical modelling approaches used to
identify the simplified models from (limited) on site measured data. Although focus is on HTC, some methods identify
additional physically relevant parameters, such as the solar aperture, efficiency of heating systems, airtightness, etc.
Four case studies have been selected and investigated in detail in this subtask. They consist of residential buildings
that are in-use (by actual users or artificial users, i.e. automated heating and window opening). All of them are
extensively monitored, and solid reference performance indicators are available. Moreover, in two of them intrusive
well-controlled tests (e.g. co-heating tests) were performed. In Chapter 5 we will briefly introduce them, and refer the
reader to more detailed instruction documents and data sources.
Chapter 6 explores the impact of the approaches that were outlined in Chapter 4 on the estimated physical parameters,
and the related uncertainty. We zoom in on each significant term in the overarching heat balance laid out in Chapter 2,
and apply different approaches that best represent these terms in a simplified way. The different approaches are tested
on the four case studies. From this, we distil quality procedures and clear guidelines for building parameter
identification.
Chapter 7 turns things around and focuses on obtaining optimal results for the case studies. For each case study, we
apply the best possible approach to model those terms that prove most significant. For instance, for one particular case
study, a combination of a beta-splines approach to model solar gains, and an explicit model of internal gains might
prove optimal.
In Chapter 8 we make the step towards real life applications. Realistic measurement campaigns of five houses, with
no additional energy usage monitoring other than smart meters, have been provided via the Technical Evaluation of
SMETER Technologies (TEST) project, phase 2 of the UK. Only the raw data was provided and the target value (the
reference value of the HTC) was unknown when performing the analysis. This offered the possibility to perform a blind
test and validate the assumptions and guidelines develop in the previous chapters.
Finally, we summarise the overall general conclusions of the IEA EBC Annex 71 work on physical parameter
identification in Chapter 9.
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2. Building Physical Framework
2.1.

Introduction

In this chapter we want to develop a solid building physical framework, that describes the dynamic thermal behaviour
of a building and the corresponding physical phenomena. To do so, we model buildings as dynamic thermal systems,
consisting of a distributed set of thermal nodes, with temperatures that vary in time and which are steered by the
temperature and spatial distribution of surrounding thermal nodes. The thermal behaviour of the building can then be
described by a system of differential equations, which defines how the thermal nodes are linked. Thermal nodes can
represent an indoor air temperature, a temperature inside the building fabric, the temperature of a neighbouring zone,
or the temperature attained by heaters, amongst others. If we want to exactly describe a building’s thermal behaviour,
we need to discern an infinite number of nodes. The building’s heat balance can then be written as an infinite system
of differential equations that apply the first law of thermodynamics: conservation of energy:
For j=1,2,… ∞: ∑ Φj = Cj

∂θj
∂t

(1.1)

where ∑ Φj represents the sum of heat flow rates towards temperature node j and Cj denotes the heat capacity and θj
the temperature of the node. To simplify the problem, we will often lump different nodes into one thermal node. For
instance, the outdoor environment, which might slightly differ along the building envelope, typically will be presented
by one external air temperature node at θe.
The framework developed in this chapter should provide us with the necessary theoretical tools to confidently assess
assumptions and simplifications in our statistical models. Models that are appropriate to deduce the overall heat transfer
coefficient of a building based on limited data. Moreover, the framework should help us to interpret the reliability and
uncertainty of the estimated parameters. This chapter derives the dynamic heat balance equation and interactions at
play for the case studies described in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, the developed framework is generally applicable and
where necessary generalisations are made towards other building types, heating systems and usage.

2.2.

Definition of the HTC and HTCtr

The aim of this research is to assess the actual thermal performance of a building envelope. The building fabric of
interest is bounded by the coloured lines in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Cross section of a dwelling. The part of the building envelope which we want to characterize the thermal
performance of is outlined in colour. It is on one side (red lines) bounded by surfaces enclosing the interior
environment at temperature θi. The blue lines, on the other side, depict the surface area in contact with the
external environment, which is represented by the temperature node θe. Finally, the envelope’s surfaces
exchanging heat with unconditioned spaces at temperature θu and the ground at θg are coloured in
respectively purple and orange.
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It separates the indoor environment at temperature θi from (1) the external environment, defined by among other things
the external temperature θe, solar and sky radiation and precipitation; (2) unconditioned spaces as for example garages
or cellars at a temperature θu; and (3) the soil mass underneath the building, represented by the ground temperature
θg. This part of the building envelope hence determines how the indoor temperature is affected by changes in these
boundary conditions. The indoor temperature is furthermore affected by the temperature of the adjacent building θa,
which we will have to try to eliminate to assess the performance indicator of interest.
In the Annex 71 project we will characterise the thermal performance of this building fabric by a so-called ‘overall heat
transfer coefficient’ (in short ‘HTC’). The HTC accounts for both transmission and infiltration heat gains and losses:
HTC = HTCtr + HTCinf = HTCtr +

Φinf
(θe −θi )

e
u
)
= HTCtr + ( Hinf
+ Hinf

(2.1)

where Φinf stands for the infiltration losses (or gains) [W] (note that intentional ventilation is not included in the HTC)
𝑒
𝑢
and 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓
and 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓
stand for the heat transfer coefficient by infiltration through the building parts in contact with the
external and unconditioned spaces respectively [W/K]. HTCtr stands for the transmission heat gains and losses from
inside through the building fabric to the external environment (‘e’), ground (‘g’) and unconditioned spaces (‘u’) and can
be written as the sum of the respective transmission heat transfer coefficients Htr [W/K]:
g

e
u
HTCtr = Htr
+ Htr + Htr

(2.2)

𝑒
The transmission heat transfer coefficient to the external environment, 𝐻𝑡𝑟
, embeds the heat transfer by transmission
through the ne building elements, pe linear thermal bridges and qe point thermal bridges separating the internal from
the external environment (Eq. 2.3). Hereby, Ui and Ai respectively correspond to the building elements’ thermal
transmittance [W/m²K] and surface area [m²], ψ is the linear thermal transmittance [W/mK] of the linear thermal bridges
𝑔
𝑢
with length L [m] and χ represents the thermal transmittance of the point thermal bridges in W/m²K. 𝐻𝑡𝑟 and 𝐻𝑡𝑟
follow
similar equations (Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5), but they include an extra temperature difference factor that accounts for the fact
that the elements thermally interact with an environment at a temperature different from θ e.
n

p

q

e
e
e
e
Htr
= ∑j=1
Uj Aj + ∑k=1
Ψk Lk + ∑l=1
Χ l Al
n

g

p

q

(2.3)

(θg −θi )

g
g
g
Htr = (∑j=1
Uj Aj + ∑k=1
Ψk Lk + ∑l=1
Χl Al ) . (θ

e −θi )

n

p

q

(θ −θi )
e −θi )

u
u
u
u
Htr
= (∑j=1
Uj Aj + ∑k=1
Ψk Lk + ∑l=1
Xl Al ) . (θu

2.3.

(2.4)
(2.5)

Single zone heat balance

The total volume V of a building – the volume encapsulated by the HTC – can be considered as consisting of n
subvolumes (V=ΣVj). Each subvolume j is simplified to a thermal node of uniform temperature θj. Thermal nodes
exchange heat with adjacent subvolumes, neighbouring buildings and outdoors by heat conduction and enthalpy flows.
The overall heat balance of the thermal node of subvolume j can be written as:
Cj

∂θj
∂t

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φl + Φtr + Φv + Φm

(2.6)

with Cj heat capacity of volume air, Φh the heat input by the heating system, Φint the internal heat gains, Φsol solar heat
gains through transparent fabric parts, Φl latent heat exchange due to moisture loading and unloading of interior objects
and building parts, Φtr the transmission heat exchange towards adjacent zones of our building, towards neighbouring
buildings and towards the external environment taking into account solar radiation and long wave heat exchange at the
exterior surface, Φv the ventilation and infiltration heat exchange and Φ m the heat exchange when loading/unloading
thermal mass of interior objects and building parts.
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Figure 2.

2.3.1.

Heat balance at the level of the building zones. In this model the building zones are replaced by thermal
nodes at different temperatures θ𝑗 , connected by heat flows.

Heat input by heating system

At certain time steps, a heating system might inject a heating power into the zone. Heating of the thermal node is mostly
indirect. Often the heating system is associated with a certain thermal mass that will be loaded during and unloaded
after heating hours. If we assume the heating system in the building zone at one uniform temperature, we can model
the heating as a subsystem by making a distinction between the heating power Φh,h supplied to the heating system
with capacity Ch and at a temperature θh. The heating power Φh,h hence serves to heat the heater, which in turns
exchanges heat not only with the internal zone at θi, but also with surrounding surfaces:
Ch

∂θh
∂t

= Φh,h +

1
rh,i

(θi − θh ) + ∑

1
rh,si

(θsi − θh )

(2.7)

with Ch the heat capacity of the heater and rh,i and rh,si specific resistances (K/W) between heater at temperature θh and
indoor air temperature θi, and between θh and indoor surface temperatures θsi.
The heating power injected into the building zone Φh corresponds then to:
Φh =
2.3.2.

1
rh,i

(θh − θi )

(2.8)

Internal heat gains

Along with the intended heat input by the heating system, internal heat gains due to the presence of inhabitants, water
heat gains (storage, pipework,..), the use of appliances, lights, etc. may be present. The internal heat gains can be
written as:
Φint = ∑ Φinhab + Φwater + Φappliances + Φlighting + ⋯
2.3.3.

(2.9)

Solar heat gains

Solar heat gains can be described as
Φsol = (∑kj=1 g j (βj )Aj (azel))Isol,dir + (∑kj=1 g j (βj )Aj (azel))Isol,dif
15

(2.10)

in which 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑑𝑖𝑟 denotes the direct solar radiation and 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑑𝑖𝑓 the diffuse solar radiation, measured along the sun vector,
azel the angle between a vector aligned with the sun beams and a vector aligned with an on-site horizontal plane.
𝑔𝑗 (𝛽𝑗 ) represents the total solar energy transmittance or g-value of the glazing. It expresses the portion of solar radiation
that passes through the window surface, directly or indirectly. It is dependent on the properties of the transparent
component and on the angle of incidence j; the angle between the sun vector and the normal vector to the transparent
component j. The surface areas 𝐴𝑗 (𝑎𝑧𝑒𝑙) seen by the sun are dependent on its position in the celestial sphere, the
orientation of the transparent component j and shading provided by surrounding buildings and trees amongst others.
The solar heat gains described above focus on transparent components of the building envelope. Aside from this, other
thermal dynamics due to solar radiation will play a role. For instance, outdoor surface temperatures of opaque envelope
parts will rise when irradiated by the sun. As a result, local transmission heat losses are reduced or even turned into
heat gains. This will be accounted for in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.4.

Latent heat gains/losses

Latent heat flows Φl arise due to hygroscopic loading and unloading of furnishing and building fabric parts. For newly
built dwellings in particular, the evaporation of built-in moisture demands a significant amount of latent heat. The latent
heat exchange can be described as:
Φl = h(Gsi + Gcond/evap )

(2.11)

with h (J/kg) the latent heat of evaporation and Gsi (kg/s) the moisture exchange rate between room air and all
hygroscopic materials and Gcond/evap the condensation/evaporation rate at e.g. window surfaces.
2.3.5.

Transmission heat gains/losses

Transmission heat losses (or gains) are of core interest in the determination of the HTCtr (and HTC). However, Φtr in
Eq. 2.6. not only comprises transmission losses (or gains) to the outdoor, ground and (neighbouring) unconditioned
spaces, but also losses (or gains) to neighbouring (conditioned) zones and adjacent buildings. Therefore, we will split
Φtr into five parts:
g

adj

e
u
n
Φtr = Φtr
+Φtr +Φtr
+ Φtr
+ Φtr

(2.12)

𝑔

𝑒
with Φ𝑡𝑟
heat losses from the considered indoor zone to the external, Φ𝑡𝑟 heat losses from the considered zone towards
𝑢
𝑛
the ground, Φ𝑡𝑟
heat losses from the considered zone to unconditioned spaces, Φ𝑡𝑟
heat losses to neighbouring zones
𝑎𝑑𝑗
of the same dwelling and finally Φ𝑡𝑟 heat losses to adjacent buildings.
𝑔

𝑒
𝑢
Linking Φ𝑡𝑟
, Φ𝑡𝑟 and Φ𝑡𝑟
to the HTCtr is not as straightforward as it seems. Transmission heat losses as implemented
in e.g. the EPBD-regulation are written as a function of the indoor and ambient temperatures, while actual transmission
heat flows through the fabric are driven by the surface temperature gradients across them. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the outdoor surface temperature of opaque and transparent fabric parts θ𝑠𝑒 , can differ significantly from the outdoor air
temperature θ𝑒 . Surface temperatures of opaque fabric parts (and to a lesser extent of transparent parts) rise when
struck by short-wave solar radiation. Similarly, surface temperatures of opaque and transparent parts typically drop at
night due to long-wave radiative exchange with sky and surroundings. They are also influenced by latent heat gains
due to condensing water vapour or rain water uptake, or latent heat losses due to evaporating moisture, or again, water
uptake. For instance, when moisture evaporates at the external fabric surface, it locally lowers surface temperature
θ𝑠𝑒 . Similarly, indoor surface temperatures are also influenced by inputs other than θ𝑖 , such as solar gains, long-wave
radiative heat exchange to other interior surfaces, or latent heat. Therefore, we could link θ𝑖 with the indoor surface
𝑎𝑑𝑗
𝑔
temperatures θ𝑒𝑠𝑖 , θ𝑛𝑠𝑖 , θ𝑠𝑖 , θ𝑠𝑖 .

Φtr =

1
rei

(θesi − θi ) +

1
g

ri

g

(θsi − θi ) +

1
ru
i

(θusi − θi ) +

1
rn
i

(θnsi − θi ) +

1
adj

ri

adj

(θsi − θi )

(2.13)

in which the special thermal resistances ri (K/W) reflect the combined resistance to convective and radiative heat
exchange. Similarly, we could link the surface temperatures at the other side of the building fabric with the external
conditions that inform them. In between both surface temperatures we could define several nodes within the building
fabric to couple indoor and outdoor surface temperatures. This, though, would quickly expand our system of equations
significantly. Moreover, the equations would describe the dynamic heat balance only locally at building fabric parts.
Typically, different fabric parts are present in one dwelling, that are situated and oriented differently, that can be
irradiated or shaded and this differently at inside or outside surfaces.
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Figure 3.

Solar radiation and long wave heat exchanges with surrounding surfaces and the sky pushes outdoor and,
to a lesser degree, indoor surface temperatures of opaque and transparent building parts above or below
air temperatures. Figure from [Bauwens, 2015].

It is therefore impractical to further elaborate the equations at play. Instead, we keep the equations generic but ensure
that they provide sufficient theoretical accuracy to sensibly interpret scenarios in practice and fully capture the thermal
link between θ𝑖 and boundary conditions θ𝑒 , θ𝑔 , θ𝑢 , θ𝑛 and θ𝑎𝑑𝑗 . Only then we can extract the actual characteristics of
the building envelope and deduce the HTCtr.
2.3.6.

Ventilation heat gains/losses

A distinction needs to be made between the intended replacement of the indoor air by fresh supply air, the so-called
ventilation, and the uncontrolled mass transfer due to infiltration:
Φv = Φvent + Φinf

(2.14)

The intended part can be realised via natural ventilation due to wind pressure differences and thermal stack effects
along the building envelope or via mechanical ventilation. Φvent comprises air exchange with outdoors and neighbouring
zones. While studies identify air exchanges betweencojoined buildings, the impact is generally limited by purposely
restricted flow paths and is not included here. Hence, Φvent consists of three parts:
e
u
n
Φvent = Φvent
+ Φvent
+ Φvent

(2.15)

𝑒
𝑢
with Φ𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
heat gains/losses due to ventilation from the considered indoor zone to the ambient, Φ𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
heat gains/losses
𝑛
from the considered zone to an unconditioned neighbouring zone of the same dwelling and Φ𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 heat gains/losses
from the considered zone to a conditioned neighbouring zone of the same dwelling. Eq. 2.15. can be rewritten as:
e
u
n
(θe − θi ) + ca Ga,vent
(θn − θi )
Φvent = (1 − ηHR )ca Ga,vent
(θu − θi ) + ca Ga,vent

(2.16)

with ɳHR the heat recovery efficiency (zero without), ca the specific heat capacity of air and Ga the air flow rate in kg/s.
Infiltration losses arise along air leakage paths in the building components, thereby providing again a direct connection
between θi and θe, θi and θn, and θi and θu. When infiltration flows pass through a building component some heat
recovery occurs, while exfiltration flows will temper the transmission losses. Combined, the two effects are so small
that they are commonly neglected and the infiltration losses are approximated by
e
u
n
Φinf = ca Ga,inf
(θe − θi ) + ca Ga,inf
(θu − θi ) + ca Ga,inf
(θn − θi )

2.3.7.

(2.17)

Loading unloading thermal mass

The last term in Eq. 2.6. describes the loading and unloading of the thermal mass available in the subvolume. The
indoor air of the subvolume has limited capacity of his own, but can appeal to available thermal capacity of indoor walls,
17

floors, furniture and other objects contained within the building envelope. If we merge this capacity in a fictitious thermal
tank with capacity Cm, at a homogeneous temperature θm, we can simplify the loading and unloading term as:
Φm = Cm
2.3.8.

∂θm
∂t

=

1
ri,m

(θi − θm )

(2.18)

Conclusions

In this section, we developed the general dynamic heat balance equation at subvolume level. The heat balance was
written as a system of differential equations. In the next sections, we will use this framework as a blueprint, and deduce
from it simplified thermal models that are suitable to determine the HTCtr and HTC starting from on-site measured data.

2.4.

From building physical framework to HTC

2.4.1.

Common simplifications of the heat balance equations

Elaborating the different terms in the heat balance equation of each zone as illustrated in Section 2.3, allows the
rewriting of Eq. 2.6. Unfortunately writing out the different terms often introduces new unknowns in the equation. At the
building level this results in a set of n equations, often with more than n unknowns. To be able to solve the system of
equations we either have to perform an unacceptable amount of measurements or we have to simplify the system.
Limiting the number of thermal zones
A significant step to simplify the problem is by aggregating zones with similar heating patterns and set points. Often a
dwelling is treated as a two-zone building, consisting of a day and night zone. The day zone aggregates all living
spaces, the night zone all bedrooms.
Further simplification of the problem is achieved by treating the building as one heated zone. Doing so, the set of n
equations reduces to one averaged heat balance equation
Ci

∂θi
∂t

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φl + Φtr + Φv + Φm

(2.19)

with Ci the heat capacity and θ𝑖 a representative averaged indoor temperature of the dwelling.
Introducing an effective thermal capacity
In a further simplification, the loading and unloading of interior objects and building surfaces is included in an effective
thermal mass of the building node.
Ci,eff

∂θi
∂t

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φl + Φtr + Φv

(2.20)

with Ci,eff the effective averaged heat capacity of the dwelling.
Neglecting latent heat effects
Latent heat effects can take a significant share in the heat balance of newly built dwellings. Specifically, the drying out
of built-in moisture can strongly increase the energy use. But a few months after erection, latent heat effects become
much smaller and limited to the hygric loading and unloading of finishing materials and objects in the building and
sometimes condensation/evaporation effects. These phenomena typically take a much smaller share in the overall heat
balance, and it is rather common to neglect them, further simplifying the heat balance equation to:
Ci,eff

∂θi
∂t

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φtr + Φv

(2.21)

Combining infiltration and transmission heat losses
Since infiltration losses are linked to indoor-outdoor temperature differences, as is often assumed for transmission
losses, 𝛷𝑖𝑛𝑓 is often combined with 𝛷𝑡𝑟 in one global term:

Ci,eff

∂θi
∂t

̃ 𝐭𝐫
= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φvent + 𝚽
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(2.22)

2.4.2.

Towards the assessment of HTC and HTCtr

Rewriting Eq. 2.12 in function of the transmission heat transfer coefficients Htr [W/K], adopting a single-zone approach,
yields:
g

adj

e
u
Φtr = (Htr
+Htr +Htr
+ Htr )(θe − θi )

(2.23)

Hence, the HTCtr (Eq. 2.2) can be linked to Φ𝑡𝑟 , θi and θe as:
adj
Φtr − Htr (θe − θi ) = 𝐇𝐓𝐂𝐭𝐫 (θe − θi )

(2.24)

where the second term at the left hand side corresponds to the transmission heat losses to an adjacent dwelling.
Since the HTC additionally incorporates the infiltration heat losses/gains to the ambient and unconditioned spaces, it
can be expressed as:
adj
e
u
)(θe − θi )) = 𝐇𝐓𝐂(θe − θi )
(Φtr − Htr (θe − θi )) + (Φv − (Hvent
+ Hvent

(2.25)

adj
̃ 𝐭𝐫 − Htr
(θe − θi )) = HTC(θe − θi )
(𝚽

(2.26)

Which equals:

Equation (2.26) links the HTC of a dwelling with its heat balance, for instance as simplified written in Equation (2.22).
In the next chapter we will take a look at the different statistical tools at hand to solve the equation. In chapter 4 we will
go in detail on the different terms in Equation (2.22) that we have to quantify as inputs to the equation in order to
determine the HTC starting from in-situ measured data.
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3. Statistical modelling approaches
In this chapter we give a general overview of the different statistical methods that can be used to determine the HTC
of a building starting from on site measured data. We make a distinction between static methods (section 3.1) and
dynamic methods (section 3.2). In the next chapter we will review the different inputs needed in the models, and how
to deal with them in practical situations.

3.1.

Static methods to determine HTC

Often, the energy consumption data of buildings in use are only collected on low frequencies (e.g. weekly, monthly or
even yearly basis, e.g. for billing purposes). Although we might lose accuracy, when combined with other data such as
climatic boundary conditions and (averaged) indoor temperatures, these data might still yield sufficient information to
assess the overall HTC. The dynamic behaviour, though, needs to be neglected and Eq. 2.22. further simplifies to
Ci,eff

∂θi
∂t

̃ 𝐭𝐫 + Φvent = 0
= Φh + Φint + Φsol + 𝚽

(3.1)

This final simplification is applied in the first three statistical methods discussed below: the Average Method (section
3.1.1), Linear Regression (section 3.1.2) and the Energy Signature Method (section 3.1.3).
3.1.1.

Average Method

Under steady state conditions Eqs. 2.26 and 3.1 can be combined into:
adj
adj
̃ 𝐭𝐫 − Htr
(θe − θi )) = HTC(θe − θi ) = − (Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φvent + Φtr
)
(𝚽

(3.2)

And therefore:
adj

HTC =

Φh +Φint +Φsol +Φvent +Φtr

(3.3)

(θi −θe )

The Average Method is described in [ISO 9869, 2014] as a simple method to determine the U-value of homogenous
building elements based on on-site heat flux and environmental temperature measurements. Given the analogy
between the definition of the HTC in Eq. 3.3 and that of the U-value, the Average Method should also be applicable on
a whole building scale to determine the HTC.
As demonstrated in Eq. 3.4, the method presumes that the division of the mean heat flow rate by the mean internalexternal temperature difference asymptotically converges to the HTC as the average is taken over a sufficiently long
period.
adj

HTC =

∑n
j=1(Φh,j +Φint,j +Φsol,j +Φvent,j +Φtr,j )
∑n
j=1(θi,j −θe,j )

(3.4)

where j corresponds to the individual measurement points.
To ensure that the steady-state conditions are met, the heat content of the building fabric should, on average, remain
constant throughout the experiment, and direct solar radiation should be avoided.
3.1.2.

Linear Regression Analysis

The goal of linear regression (LR) analysis is to determine a linear relationship between a dependent variable y and
one (simple LR, Eq. 3.5) or more (multiple LR, Eq. 3.6) independent variables x.
y = ax + b + εt

(3.5)

y = a1 x1 + a2 x2 + b + εt

(3.6)

Where we assume 𝜀𝑡 is a sequence of mutually uncorrelated, identically distributed random variables with zero mean
and constant variance (Madsen, 2008).
The three different LR approaches that can be applied to characterize the HTC will be discussed and visualised below.
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Approach 1
The heat balance in Eq. (3.7) can be translated into a simple linear regression model with the sum of the heat flow
rates (∑1 Φ) as the independent variable and the indoor-outdoor temperature difference (∆𝜃𝑖𝑒 ) as the dependent
variable (Eq. 3.8). When the measurement data is plotted against these two variables, the slope of the fitted regression
line yields the HTC, as illustrated in the left graph on Figure 4. Typically the intercept is forced to be zero (as in Eqs.
3.7 and 3.8). This introduces a small bias but makes the assessment significantly more robust.
adj

Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φvent + Φtr = HTC(θi − θe )

(3.7)

∑1 Φ = HTC ∙ ∆θie

(3.8)

Approach 2
Identifying a multiple linear regression model, with the incident solar radiation as second independent variable, on the
monitoring data, makes it possible to additionally assess a solar aperture coefficient, see Equations. (3.9) and (3.10).
Note, that this solar aperture coefficient represents a lumped gA-value. As can be seen from the right graph on Figure
4 the identified MLR model will take the form of a 3D-plane through the point cloud of measurement data.
adj

Φh + Φint + Φvent + Φtr = HTC(θi − θe ) − Φsol = HTC(θi − θe ) − gA. Isol

(3.9)

∑2 Φ = HLC ∆θie − gA. Isol

(3.10)

Approach 3
An estimate for 𝑔𝐴𝑙 can also be obtained using simple linear regression. After all, Equation (3.10) can be rewritten as:
∑2 Φ
∆θie

= −gA

Isol
∆θie

+ HTC

(3.11)

This single linear regression analysis performed using Equation (3.11) is visualised in Figure 5: the intersection of the
regression line with the y-axis determines the HTC, while the slope of the regression line yields an indication of the
solar aperture.

∑2Φ

∑1Φ
HTC

HTC

HTC
Isol

b

Δθie
Figure 4.

Δθie

Identifying a Simple or Multiple Linear Regression model on monitoring data in order to assess respectively
the HTC (Approach 1, left figure) or the HTC and a solar aperture coefficient (Approach 2, right figure).
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∑2Φ/Δθie
HTC

gA

Isol/Δθie
Figure 5.

3.1.3.

Approach 3 allows to estimate both the HTC and the solar aperture coefficient using a simple linear
regression model.

Energy Signature Method

The energy signature method relates the energy use of a dwelling to the environmental parameters, typically the
outdoor temperatures. This method can be considered as a special case of linear regression analysis, which also starts
from the quasi-stationary equation:
̃ tr
0 = Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φvent + Φ
adj

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φvent + Φtr + HTC(θe − θi )

(3.12)

where the HTC accounts for both transmission and infiltration heat losses.
Next, the internal and solar heat gains, intended ventilation losses and transmission losses to adjacent buildings are
related to a so-called ‘base temperature’ θ𝑏 ; the outdoor temperature for which the building at θ𝑖 is in thermal balance
with its environment.
adj

Φint + Φsol + Φvent + Φtr = HTC(θi − θb )

(3.13)

The indoor temperature is assumed to be quasi-constant, so that heating only is needed when the outdoor temperature
is lower than this base temperature. The power for heating the building is then:
Φh = HTC(θb − θe )δ

(3.13)

with δ=1 if the outdoor temperature is lower than the base temperature (θe< θb) and δ=0 otherwise.
Plotting the monitored energy consumption as a function of the outdoor temperature typically results in a cloud of data.
By performing simple linear regression on this data cloud, the global heat loss coefficient HTC and base temperature
θ𝑏 can be obtained, as shown in Figure 6.
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Φh
HTC*θb

HTC

θb
Figure 6.

θe

By applying the Energy Signature Method, which is a special version of Linear Regression Analysis, an
estimate for the HTC and base temperature 𝜃𝑏 can be obtained.

A more elaborated description of the method and its limitations can be found in [Janssens, 2016].

3.2.

Dynamic methods to determine HTC and HTCtr

3.2.1.

White-box tuning

Whole Building Energy Simulation (BES) models are nowadays commonly applied to optimise buildings and their
energy systems. These BES-models, or so-called white box models, are mainly used in the design phase of new – to
be erected – buildings to predict performances and compare design options. In principle, BES-models can also be used
to determine the actual physical parameters of an existing building by calibrating the model to on-site measured data.
But, although the models try to incorporate all physical phenomena as precisely as possible, they still simplify the full
complexity of a building and its many independent interacting variables. Therefore, within the IEA EBC Annex 71project, white box models were not used to deduce physical parameters from on-site measured data. Instead, the
question was how reliable the models are in real world building operation. To answer this question, a detailed empirical
validation exercise was performed on a full scale test building to verify the model predictive accuracy of BES-models
for real life applications including heating systems and (synthetic) users. All details on this validation exercise can be
found in [Kersken and Strachan, 2021].
3.2.2.

ARX- and ARMAX-modelling

Compared to the methods described in Section 3.1, ARX and ARMAX -models include the dynamics of the data. In the
abbreviation, AR stands for AutoRegressive: the current output is related to the previous values of the output; MA
(Moving Average) refers to the noise model used, and X refers to the fact that eXternal inputs are used: the system
relies not only on the current input value, but also on the history of the input. To apply AR(MA)X-models to assess the
HTC of a building, the building is considered as a linear time invariant (LTI) system. For identifying LTI-systems
AR(MA)X-models are a standard methodology. The most common ARX-model structure is the simple linear difference
equation which relates the current output at time t to a finite number of past outputs and inputs. For the estimation of
the overall heat transfer coefficient, the interior temperature could for instance be taken as output and the outdoor
temperature and heat gains as inputs. This would correspond to a multiple input, single output ARX-model, represented
as:
φ(B) ∙ θi;t = ωh (B) ∙ (Φh;t + Φint;t + Φsol;t + Φvent;t ) + ωe (B) ∙ θe;t + εt

(3.13)

With 𝜑(𝐵) and 𝜔ℎ/𝑒 (𝐵) back shift operators to take past observations into account. ARX and ARMAX models have
among others been applied by Norlén [1994], and were further developed by Jimenez and Heras [2005] for modelling
the heat dynamics of buildings and building components. A main problem when applying AR(MA)X-models is first of all
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the selection and validation of the model, but then also the extraction of physical information from the model parameters.
In an ARX-model, each individual parameter lacks a direct physical meaning. However, steady-state physical
parameters can be obtained by calculating the stationary gain of the transfer function from each input to the output. We
refer to [Madsen et al., 2016], in which the principles of ARX modelling are extensively described.
An important step in ARX-modelling is to select a suitable model with the appropriate orders of input and output
polynomials. Madsen et al. [2016] showed that by stepwise increasing the model order until most significant
autocorrelation and cross correlation are removed, a reliable modelling of both stationary and dynamic properties of
buildings is feasible.
3.2.3.

State space models

A final methodology to characterise the HTC of a building is the use of state space models or so-called grey-box models.
State space models consisting of simple resistance/capacitance schemes can be used to model the thermal dynamics
of a building as a linear time-invariant system, represented as a series of stochastic first-order differential equations
(SDEs). Most often a suitable model is identified with a forward model selection approach and the parameters are
estimated with the support of statistical tools (e.g. the maximum likelihood technique). In this approach the analysis
starts with fitting the simplest feasible model on the basis of physical knowledge, which is then stepwise extended until
the loglikelihood no longer increases significantly compared to the previous model and the residuals (the difference
between the measured and predicted output) correspond to white noise. Both the initial model and possible extended
models are treated as candidate models, which are based on different simplifications of the building’s thermal
behaviour. Thus, defining those candidate models requires – in contrast to the ARMAX-model – some prior physical
knowledge. But, the benefit is that the parameters involved in them have direct physical interpretations. That is why
state space models are often referred to as grey-box models. Figure 7 shows as an example of a two-state grey-box
model for a one zone building, taking into account heat input by the heater and solar radiation, capacities of the interior
and walls, and (conductive) heat flow through the walls.

θw

θi
Φh

Φsol
θe

Figure 7.

Example of a two-state grey box model applied to characterise the dynamic thermal response of a building.

The two-state grey-box model, visualized in Figure 7, is mathematically represented as two coupled stochastic
differential equations:
dθi =
dθw =

1

1

(

1

Ci Riw

(

1

Cw Riw

(θw − θi ) + Φsol + ϕh ) dt + σi dωi (t)

(θi − θw ) +

1
Rwe

(θe − θw )) dt + σw dωw (t)

(3.14)
(3.15)

and the discrete-time measurement equation is:
θr,tk = θi (t k ) + ϵtk

(3.16)

For more details, we refer to [Madsen et al., 2016], in which the principles of state space modelling are extensively
described.
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4. Determining the input variables
To apply the different statistical methods presented in the previous chapter, we have to determine several input
parameters starting from the (limited) on site measured data. In real life applications, several input parameters are not
explicitly measured: internal heat gains, infiltration losses, net heat input, solar heat gains, among others. The building
physical framework (Chapter 2) and the description of the statistical models (Chapter 3) clearly illustrate that a reliable
estimate of the HTC can only be achieved if we are able to determine these input parameters as precisely as possible.
Therefore, we revert in this chapter to the (simplified) single zone heat balance
Ci,eff

∂θi
∂t

= Φh + Φint + Φsol + Φtr + Φvent + Φinf

(4.1)

and address successively the different terms and how we can optimise their determination in practical applications.
That way, clear guidelines for building parameter identification can be established.

4.1.

Solar gains

One way to include the solar gains in the single zone heat balance equation for a specific point in time is
Φsol,t = gA ∙ Isol,t

(4.2)

where Φsol is the solar gain, gA is the solar transmittance (or solar aperture), 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙 is the global solar irradiation, and the
subscript t represents the time. Note that, compared to Equation (2.10) no distinction is made between direct and diffuse
solar radiation and that solar transmittance through all windows is lumped in one solar transmittance gA. The latter is
a function of among others window properties, window orientation, and shading obstacles, information that is costly to
collect. Therefore, statistical methods typically rely on simplified methods for estimating solar gains. .
In the following sections, different model formulations of solar gains are described. The first approach neglects solar
gains entirely, while the fourth approach models the solar transmittance as a non-linear phenomenon which is affected
by window properties and distribution, building geometry, surroundings shading obstacles, etc.
4.1.1.

Ignore solar gains

In the first approach solar gains are ignored entirely, in other words:
ϕsol,t = 0

(4.3)

Using this approach, the solar gains term in Equation 4.1 will disappear. Consequently, the estimated HTC will be
underestimated as heat demand of the building appears to be lower than it actually is.
4.1.2.

Constant solar transmittance

In this approach the solar transmittance is treated as constant. With that, the solar transmittance is independent of the
sun position. Instead, the average solar transmittance over the course of the day and year is considered. In practice it
means that a fixed percentage of the solar irradiation ends up as a contribution to the heat balance – independent of
the sun position. This is of course a simplification of reality but might serve as a sufficient model for some buildings.
Φsol,t = gA ∙ Isol,t

(4.4)

Note the solar transmittance gA here is without time index, and therefore treated as constant. This method is identical
to what is typically found in the literature, such as in grey-box modeling [Madsen et al., 2016; Jiménez et al., 2008].
The approach is often used in the average and linear regression methods.
4.1.3.

Constant solar transmittance for each cardinal direction

As the solar transmittance is not constant over the course of the day, Approach 3 extendsthe previous approach by
considering a constant solar transmittance for each cardinal direction: north, south east and west. The formulation can
be expressed as
∗
Φsol,t = gA∗ ∙ Isol,t
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(4.5)

∗
where 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑡
is a n-by-4 matrix with n being the number of observations, and 𝜂 ∗ is a 1-by-4 vector with the four solar
transmittances in each direction.
(north)

∗
Isol,t
= [Isol,t

(gA∗ )T = [gA(north)

(south)

(east)

Isol,t

Isol,t

gA(south)

(west)

Isol,t ]

gA(east)

n×4

gA(west) ]1×4

(4.6)
(4.7)

∗
Furthermore, the inner parts of 𝐼𝑔,𝑡
is defined as
(north)

Isol,t

I
for γt > 315° | γt ≤ 45°
= { sol,t
0 otherwise

(4.8)

I
for 135° > γt ≥ 225°
= { sol,t
0 otherwise

(4.9)

(south)

Isol,t

I
for 45° > γt ≥ 135°
(east)
Isol,t = { sol,t
0 otherwise
(west)

Isol,t

I
for 225° > γt ≥ 315°
= { sol,t
0 otherwise

(4.10)
(4.11)

where 𝛾𝑡 is the azimuth angle of the sun at time t, and 𝛾 = 0 corresponds to the north.
4.1.4.

Spline based solar transmittance

The fourth approach relies on B-splines. Here the functional relation between the solar transmittance and the sun
position (specifically the azimuth angle, 𝛾) is estimated. The B-spline allows to approach non-linear relationships with
a linear model. This is done be transforming a variable—in this case the azimuth angle—into a number of basis splines
which ultimately is used as model input in place of the original variable.
transform

γt →

S(γt )

(4.12)

where 𝛾𝑡 is a vector of length n containing the azimuth angles, 𝑆(𝛾𝑡 ) is a n-by-m matrix with m being the number of
basis splines that 𝛾𝑡 is transformed into. This way the non-linear operations are carried out prior to the model fitting,
and the solar gain can now be expressed by
Φsol,t = S(γt ) ∙ gA ∙ Isol,t

(4.13)

Where gA now is a vector containing one parameter for each of the m basis splines. More information on this approach
can be found in [Rasmussen et al., 2020].
4.1.5.

Using diffuse and beam irradiation separately

For Approach 3 and 4 (Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) solar radiation is treated as directional, i.e. the solar transmittance is
dependent on the sun position. To refine Approach 3 and 4 diffuse and direct irradiation can be treated separately. This
is done by estimating the solar gain related to beam irradiation as already shown in Approach 3 and 4 with the only
exception that the global irradiation (𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑡 ) is replaced with the beam irradiation (𝐼𝑏,𝑡 ). Additionally, the solar gain
contribution from the diffuse omnidirectional irradiation (𝐼𝑑,𝑡 ) can be estimated as constant proportion of the diffuse solar
irradiation.
As an example, Approach 3 can be extended to
∗
Φsol,t = Ib,t
∙ gA∗b + Id,t ∙ gAd

(4.14)

Φsol,t = S(γt ) ∙ gAb ∙ Ib,t + gAd ∙ Id,t

(4.15)

and Approach 4 can be extended to

Examples of this approach can be found in [Rasmussen et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021].
In this report Approach 5 in Section 6.1 referes to Equation 4.14.
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4.2.

Heat input

In this section, the objective is to list different approaches that can be used to model the heat input into the house.
Evidently, the heat input is among the most significant heat balance contributions, especially during the heating season.
Measurements of the net heat input to the individual zones of the building are commonly not available. Moreover, often
only gross energy use measurements before the heat generator are available, and it is unclear which part is used to
produce space heating (SH), and which part is used to produce domestic hot water (DHW). In this section different
model formulations, and different input packages are considered to evaluate the impact on the assessment of HTC. A
visual representation of the investigated approaches is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8.

Nomenclature of the heat input accuracy for different production and measurement scenarios

To investigate the impact of the inputs we have available, and the assumptions we make to approach the actual
situation, we consider four approaches, going from less (group 1) to more (group 4) accurate:
–
–
–
–
4.2.1.

Approach 1: Measurement taken before the generator, common for SH+DHW
Approach 2: Measurement taken before the generators, separate for SH and DHW
Approach 3: Measurement taken after the generator, common for SH+DHW
Approach 4: Measurement taken after the generator for SH
Measurement taken before the generator, common for SH+DHW

In this approach, we consider measurements taken before the generator, and the generator provides for both space
heating and domestic hot water. Based on knowledge of the heating system and experience, we can assume a
theoretical efficiency of the generator and a theoretical split between SH and DHW. Three scenarios can be discerned:
–
–
–

No theoretical generator efficiency used (accuracy 1a)
Theoretical generator efficiency used (accuracy 1b)
Theoretical generator efficiency and theoretical split DH and DHW (accuracy 1c)

Splitting SH and DHW is not straightforward. Moreover, part of the drained DHW might provide useful heat gains. A
step further from a theoretical split of the DHW consumption is the application of different statistical methods designed
to perform this separation. Those methods usually rely on the identification of patterns in the data or perform as filters
and detect peaks in consumption. The method used in this work is the Non-parametric method for separating domestic
hot water heating spikes and space heating [Bacher et al., 2016]. This method is also applicable in case when a
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common measurement is taken for SH and DHW after the generator. The drawback of this approach is that it can be
used only in cases where SH and DHW are generated instantaneously by the boiler because the existence of buffers
and DHW tanks affects the dynamic of the SH and DHW demand.
4.2.2.

Measurement taken before the generators, separate for SH and DHW

With two separate generators for SH and DHW, two scenarios remain:
–
–
4.2.3.

No theoretical generator efficiency used (accuracy 2a)
Theoretical generator efficiency used (accuracy 2b)
Measurement taken after the generator, common for SH+DHW

With measurements of the net heating energy use for both SH and DHW, we can discern two scenarios:
–
–
4.2.4.

No theoretical split DH and DHW (accuracy 3a)
Theoretical split DH and DHW (accuracy 3b)
Measurement taken after the generator for SH

With separate measurements of the net heating energy use for SH and DHW, this is the most accurate approach
possible. In accuracy 4, we need not make assumptions about the generator efficiency nor about the split between SH
and DHW.

4.3.

Infiltration heat loss and ventilation heat loss

In the Building Physical Framework (see Chapter 2) and the corresponding simplified heat balance equation (4.1), a
distinction is made between the heat gain (or loss) caused by an intended air change by mechanical ventilation 𝛷𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ,
and by the uncontrolled infiltration heat exchange 𝛷𝑖𝑛𝑓 . The latter might also include natural ventilation. When looking
at ventilation and infiltration we investigate two questions:
1.
2.

Mechanical ventilation: if we explicitly include the heat exchange from mechanical ventilation in the models
(e.g. linear regression, grey-box models), what is the effect on the estimation of HTC?
Infiltration: can we split HTC into HTCtr and HTCinf, and how?

The intentional ventilation heat exchange 𝛷𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 comes from outdoor at temperature 𝜃𝑒 with heat recovery efficiency
𝜂𝐻𝑅 ), adjacent unheated room at temperature 𝜃𝑢 , and other neighbouring zones at temperature 𝜃𝑛 :
e
u
n
(θe − θi ) + ca Ga,vent
(θn − θi )
Φvent = (1 − ηHR )ca Ga,vent
(θu − θi ) + ca Ga,vent

(4.16)

with ɳHR the heat recovery efficiency (zero without), ca the specific heat capacity of air and Ga the air flow rate in kg/s.
Infiltration gains/losses arise along leakage paths, and may come from separate flows. Often, however, it is considered
that infiltration is only a direct exchange with the outdoor air:
e
Φinf = ca Ga,inf
(θe − θi )

(4.17)

Following the hypotheses presented in section 2.4, the HTC and HTCtr are defined in steady-state as:
Φtr = HTCtr (θe − θi )

(4.18)

Φtr + Φinf = HTC(θe − θi )

(4.19)

By incorporating the infiltration losses through the building fabric, the definition of the HTCtr can be extended to the
definition of the heat loss coefficient HTC:
HTC = HTCtr +

Φinf
θe −θi

= HTCtr + Hinf

(4.20)

According to this definition, the HTC does not incorporate the heat exchange from controlled ventilation.
Balanced vs. unbalanced ventilation
When infiltration and mechanical ventilation air flow rates are combined, the solution is simple additivity assuming the
ventilation system has balanced flow. Because a balanced ventilation system does not impact internal pressure or the
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air flows through the envelope. In case of unbalanced systems, most commonly buildings with exhaust ventilation fans,
they change the internal pressures and therefore need special consideration.
Ventilation heat loss can be calculated from measurements of supply temperature, indoor temperature and ventilation
flow rate.
e
(1 − ηHR )(θe − θi )
Φvent = ca Ga,vent
⏟

(4.21)

(θsup −θi )

If the supply temperature is not known, it should be estimated using the efficiency of the heat recovery 𝜂𝐻𝑅 . If there is
no HR then 𝜂𝐻𝑅 = 0 and the supply temperature is the external temperature.
–

–

–

–

In this case, the small temperature rise over fans can be considered included in the temperature efficiency of
the HR (one can consider 90 % of the fan power to be converted into heat which typically lead to a 0.5-1 °C
temperature rise over the supply fan, but lost on the exhaust side, assuming the exhaust fan is located after
the HR-unit).
Duct losses and short-circuiting of supply and extract (for example surrounding the outlet & inlet on the building
facade) may also impact ventilation efficiency, supply temperature and ventilation heat exchange. This may
explain higher heat recovery efficiency than expected when efficiency is estimated based on supply
temperature, indoor and outdoor temperatures.
Some ventilation units have a heating coils on the supply side in addition to heat recovery (and/or a preheating coil operated for frost-protection). On residential units the heating coil is rarely hydronic (as is more
common in large buildings), more commonly it is direct electric heating. Ventilation heating should be
considered in the energy balance to adhere to the building physical framework, and in this case the supply
temperature or at least the supply heating set-point (and operation strategy) will be needed.
It may also be relevant to know whether the ventilation unit and ductwork is located inside or outside of the
heated building area (i.e. on an unheated attic, or basement).

With unbalanced (typically buildings with exhaust ventilation fans), the pressure changes can impact natural infiltration
non-linearly and make it sub-additive. [Hurel et al., 2016] reviewed different approaches and proposed new sub-additive
methods that are more robust across the full spectrum of air-tight to leaky buildings. In ESP-r’s implementation of the
AIM-2 model, the calculated natural infiltration air flow is adjusted subsequently by the Kiel-Wilson approach [Kiel and
Wilson, 1987].
1

1

n

Qt = ((Qinf )n + (0.5Qf )n ) + 0.5Qf

(4.22)

Where the net air flow rate from outdoors Qt is caused by the combined influence of natural infiltration Qinf and the
unbalanced portion of the mechanical ventilation Qf.
4.3.1.

Simplified infiltration models

Many infiltration models for residential buildings have been developed based on statistical fits of infiltration data. Most
empirical models rely on pressurization results (commonly obtained from blower door tests) and use flow theory and
statistical techniques to fit data to common housing characteristics, but not all models are dependent on weather
conditions. A review of applicable models for air infiltration calculations is given by Orme [1999].
By considering weather is the dominant driving force, infiltration flow can be assumed to be linearly dependent on the
outside-inside temperature difference and/or wind-speed. According to Sherman & Grimsrud [1980], previous work at
that time had been found to be quite accurate for the site where the data was taken.
The Alberta Air Infiltration Model (AIM-2) can be expressed on the convenient form below where the calculated potential
specific infiltration flow rate Qinf* multiples with the infiltration coefficient Cinf. This flow coefficient can be estimated or
obtained by using data from blower door pressurizations tests. AIM-2 uses a superposition technique where the
infiltration flow rates due to wind and stack effects are added, and in addition an interaction term is introduced.
1

1

1

Qinf = Cinf ((Q∗s )n + (Q∗w )n − 0.33(Q∗w Q∗s )2n )

n

(4.23)

The power law models the relationship between the indoor–outdoor pressure difference and the airflow rate through
the leaks in the building envelope. Infiltration rates due to stack and wind effects are calculated as
Q∗s = Cs (∆Ps )n = Cs (

9.8Hpa |Te −Ti | n
Ti +273.15

)

Qw = Cw (∆Pw )n = Cs (0.5U 2 λ2w ρa )n
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(4.24)
(4.25)

Infiltration models are sensitive to parameters used for converting wind data measured at a weather station to the
building site and for local wind shelter effects from typography and nearby buildings. This uncertainty can be reduced
by wind measurements on site.
4.3.2.

Accounting for mechanical ventilation in the estimation of HTC

The heat exchange from mechanical ventilation may result from several supply air flows at different temperatures and
flow rates. It can however be more simply expressed as:
e
(1 − ηHR )(θe − θi )
Φvent = ca Ga,vent

(4.26)

e
Φvent = ca Ga,vent
(θsup − θi )

(4.27)

If the ventilation (mass or volumetric) flow rate is not directly measured, we can use the electricity consumption of the
ventilation system instead. The volumetric flow rate Q (m3/s) relates to the static pressure Δp (Pa), the fan efficiency
and the power of the ventilation system Pv (W) as:
η=

Q∆p

(4.28)

Pv

If we assume that the static pressure drop of the ventilation system Δp is proportional to Q2, this implies that the mass
flow rate can be roughly considered proportional to the power of the ventilation system Pv with a 1/3 exponent:
1

ṁvent ∝ Pv 3

(4.29)

Summary: measurements required to estimate 𝛷𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
–
–

e
Either the ventilation flow rate Ga,vent
or the electricity consumption of the ventilation system Ev (kWh). In the
latter case, an extra parameter will have to be identified.
If the air supply temperature (°C) is not measured, the heat recovery efficiency HR should either be known or
estimated.

We can then extend the linear regression and energy signature methods with an additional term. For instance, the
“Linear Regression 2” approach (Section 3.1.2) with ventilation reads:
Φh + Φint + Φvent = HTC(θi − θe ) − gAIsol

(4.30)

Or, if the supply flow rate is not measured but the energy consumption of ventilation and the air supply temperature is
measured:
1

Φh + Φint = HTC(θi − θe ) − gAIsol − av Ev 3 (θsup − θi )
4.3.3.

(4.31)

Splitting the HTC into HTCtr and HTCinf

“Natural ventilation” includes air infiltration and air flow through open windows and doors. We are only interested in the
infiltration part, which is part of HTC. Supposing air infiltration occurs at the ambient temperature with a total mass flow
rate minf, the related heat flow is:
e
(θe − θi )
Φinf = ca Ga,inf

(4.32)

And the HTCinf coefficient is simply
Φinf

HTCint = (θ

e −θi )

e
= ca Ga,inf

(4.33)

The infiltration air flow rate is driven by the outdoor-indoor temperature difference Δp, wind and buoyancy effects. If we
suppose that:
–
–

Stack effects are negligible in a relatively small building
Wind predominantly follows one direction and has a variable speed V

Then we can approximate the infiltration air flow rate linearly:
e
Ga,inf
= a1 √∆p + a2 V
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(4.34)

where the a1 and a2 coefficients can be estimated by linear regression along with the other parameters of the model.
There is however an issue with this formulation: the amplitude of the pressure difference Δp that drive the air flow is
usually too small to be measured.
Alternatively, the infiltration air flow rate or the total air flow rate (including mechanical ventilation) can be measured by
a tracer gas method, or by using the CO2 concentration emitted by occupants (warning: this is not easy if the flow is
variable).
If we wish to separate mechanical ventilation from unintended infiltration, two separate source terms 𝛷𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 and 𝛷𝑖𝑛𝑓
should be used in all models.
Supposing that the wind speed V and the outdoor-indoor pressure difference Δp are measured, the infiltration mass
flow rate can be estimated by linear regression:
e
(θi − θe )
Φh + Φint + Φvent = HTC(θi − θe ) − gAIsol + ⏟
ca Ga,inf

(4.35)

Φinf

Φh + Φint + Φvent = HTC(θi − θe ) − gAIsol + a1 ca √∆p(θi − θe ) + a2 ca V(θi − θe )

(4.36)

By estimating a1 and a2 (for instance by linear regression), we can then compute the average mass flow rate and the
Hinf coefficient using the formulas shown above.

4.4.

Occupant and appliance heat gains

The Building Physical Framework includes the internal heat gains (Φint) into the overall heat balance. The largest share
of internal heat gains is typically attributed to the use of lighting and appliances and the presence of inhabitants, i.e.
metabolic heat gains (Φinhab). Electric heating of DHW, dish washer and washing machine also introduce heat gains as
the water is drained.
Φint = Φlighting + Φappliances + Φinhab

(4.37)

Whilst the first two term are straightforward to include by measuring the electricity consumption, accounting for the
latter is more challenging due to its stochastic character. Lighting and appliance heat gains are added in Approach 1.
Approaches 2 to 5 comprise four methods to determine metabolic heat gains (Φinhab).
4.4.1.

Lighting and appliance heat gains

This modelling approach accounts for heat gains due to lighting and house appliances, by including the electricity
consumption as a term that yields heat gains.
4.4.2.

Using standardized occupancy profiles from the ISO 17772-1 standard.

Appendix N of the standard [ISO, 2017] provides default occupant schedules for a variety of buildings. The standardized
usage factors (hourly values) are multiplied by the standardized occupant heat gains (2,8 W m-2) and the net floor area
of the building.
4.4.3.

Using measurements of relative humidity (RH) to determine presence.

In this modelling approach, metabolic heat gains are estimated based on RH measurements.
First, the measured relative humidity (RH) is converted to absolute humidity:
Pvs = e

(C1 τ+C2 τ1.5 +C3 τ3 +C4 τ3.5 +C5 τ4 +C6 τ7.5 )∙

TC
T

∙ PC

(4.38)

In which Pvs is the saturated vapour pressure (Pa), C1 to C6 are constants (C1 = -7.85951783, C2 = 1.84408259, C3
= −11.7866497, C4 = 22.6807411,
C5 = −15.9618719, C6 = 1.80122502), τ: 1-(T/TC), T the temperature in the
building zone under consideration (K) and TC and PC the critical temperature (647.096 K) and pressure (22064 kPa).
The actual vapour pressure (Pw) is calculated as follows:
Pw = RH ∙ Pvs

(4.39)

In which Pw is the actual vapour pressure (Pa) and RH th relative humidity (%). Finally, the absolute humidity (AH) in
(g/m³) is calculated as:
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AH = C ∙

Pw

(4.40)

T

with C: 2.16679 g K J-1
Second, based on the obtained absolute humidity time series the occupant presence is deduced. Third, metabolic heat
gains (Φm) are calculated by multiplying occupant presence with a standardized metabolic heat rate of 2,8 W m-2 [ISO,
2017] and the floor area of the room in question.
4.4.4.

Using measurements of CO2 to determine presence.

If available, metabolic heat gains can also be estimated based on CO2 measurements. First, the measured CO2
concentration in ppm is converted to mg m-3, using the Ideal Gas Law:
C[

mg

1

m3

1000

]=

∙ C[ppm] ∙

g
]
mol
J
T[K]
R[
]∙
mol K p[Pa]

MCO2 [

(4.41)

In which C is the CO2 concentration in the building zone under consideration, MCO2 the molecular weight of CO2 (44.01
g mol-1), R the Ideal Gas Constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), T the temperature in the building zone under consideration and
P the atmospheric pressure. For the latter, one atmosphere (101,325 Pa) can be used in absence of on-site
measurements.
Second, based on the obtained CO2 concentration (mg m-3) time series the occupant presence is deduced. Third,
metabolic heat gains (Φm) are calculated by multiplying occupant presence with a standardized metabolic heat rate of
2,8 W m-2 [ISO, 2017] and the floor area of the room in question.
4.4.5.

Estimating the metabolic heat input using a CO2 balance.

The CO2 emission rate (E) can be estimated using the following formula [Batterman, 2017]:
V

dC
dt

= E + QCR − QC

(4.42)

In which V is the volume (m³) of the building zone, C the CO2 concentration in the building zone (mg/m³), CR the CO2
concentration in the replacement air (mg/m³), E (mg/m³) the CO2 emission rate and Q the air change rate (m³/s) of the
building zone under consideration.
Whilst V is known, and the gradient dC/dt can be derived from the data, CR and Q need to be estimated.
The CO2 concentration in the replacement air (CR) depends on the source of the air. If the replacement air originates
from outdoors, this may be approximated by using C = 400 ppm. For T, the outdoor temperature is to be used for
natural ventilation and infiltration. In case of a mechanical ventilation system, the supply temperature of the ventilation
air can be used. If the replacement air originates from other building zones, a measured CO2 concentration and
temperature is necessary.
When the electricity consumption of a mechanical ventilation system is measured, the ventilation flow rate may be
approximated using the power of the ventilation system (Pv), with a 1/3 exponent (see Section 4.3). In the absence of
(measurements of) a mechanical ventilation system, a standardized ventilation rate (0.5 l s-1 m-2, ISO 17772-1) may be
used. With all the other parameters known, the emission rate E can now be calculated. By dividing this emission rate
by standardized figures on CO2 respiration rates [Persily and de Jonge, 2017], the number of occupants can be
calculated. The number of occupants can then be multiplied by standardized metabolic heat rates [ISO, 2004].

4.5.

Weather data

Weather phenomena impact the thermal performance of buildings and are essential inputs describing boundary
conditions and driving dynamics in building thermal energy characterization. Ideally, short-interval environmental data
is observed at the building site at intervals corresponding to the modelling time-step, but on-site measurements are not
always available. Furthermore, some elements are easier to measure than others (complexity due to cost,
maintenance, etc.) making it relevant to consider what alternative weather data sources and strategies exist to
represent local conditions.
On regional level, national weather centres are increasingly releasing detailed weather observations and climate
information and making it easily available free-of-charge e.g. according to Open Geospatial Consortium standards
[OGC, 2020]. In Europe, the INSPIRE directive is an initiative that aims to build a European spatial data infrastructure
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to ease the access to public data through standardisation of data and APIs. The services under development cover
more than meteorology, releasing spatial information to the public from sectors monitoring land use and land cover,
terrain, buildings, constructions, and cadastral information. Moreover, the EU Copernicus Earth observation
programme, has operated a policy of open data since its inception and the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts) is moving towards a policy of open data (ECMWF: https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/mediacentre/news/2020/ecmwf-moves-towards-policy-open-data). Regional developments like the above, represents
opportunities to acquire localized information on building site specific surroundings and climatic conditions.
Climate reanalysis datasets and web-services combining model data with observations from remote sensing weather
orbiting satellites or large-scale observational networks on the land surface are sailing up as alternatives to acquire
data capturing weather phenomena that are not measured on-site. Climate reanalysis combines numerical weather
prediction (NWP) models of the atmosphere and land surface with observations into a complete dataset on global or
regional scale. Reanalyses in particular have the advantage of providing consistent data spanning back several
decades, avoiding some of the common quality issues such as missing data, gaps or instrument drift, that can arise
from maintaining an on-site weather station.
Climate reanalysis datasets with hourly resolution continuously updated in near real-time is a recent development,
making data available up to recent date and spanning several decades back. Currently several operational reanalyses
are in production, and those that cover the whole of Europe are summarised in Table 1. Other recent high-resolution
regional reanalysis datasets for Europe include COSMO-REA6, NEWA and UERRA, spanning 1995-2017, 1989-2018
and 1961-2019 respectively.

Table 1.

Operational reanalysis produced by ECMWF members (European Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasts) available in the Copernicus C3S CDS (Climate Data Store).

ERA5

ERA5-Land

CERRA and CERRA-land

Coverage

Global reanalysis

Global reanalysis (replay of
land surface)

Regional reanalysis for
Europe

Resolution

31 km

9 km on surface level

5.5 km on surface level

Timespan

1950 to present

1950 to present

1961 to present

NWP model

IFS cy41r2

IFS cy41r2

HARMONIE cy40.1h/42

Update frequency

3-5 days delay in ERA5T, or
about three months delay for
the monthly quality checked
product.

Monthly quality checked
product with a delay of about
three months (Soon
synchronized with ERA5T in
ERA5-LandT).

Not available yet, in
production (expected
summer 2021).

Some of the most relevant weather variables in the ECMWF ERA5/CERRA reanalysis products are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

2t: External air temperature at 2 meters
r2m: Relative humidity at 2 meters
10u, 10v: Wind speed (sqrt(10u^2+10v^2)) and wind direction at 10 m (atan2(10u,10v)+π)
strd: Sky temperature from surface thermal radiation downwards: (strd/5.67e-8)^0.25-273.15K
stl3, stl4: Soil temperature at level 3 (28-100 cm) and level 4 (100-289 cm) below ground surface
fdir: Total sky direct radiation at surface (equivalent to beam horizontal irradiance)
ssrd: Surface solar radiation downwards (equivalent to global horizontal irradiance)
ssr: Surface solar radiation to calculate surface broadband albedo (1-(ssr/ssrd))

In addition to the listed variables, surface model parameters like forecasted surface roughness, forecasted albedo, land
cover, leaf area index, snow depth, density and coverage in the grid cell can be valuable for pre-processing. For
example, the forecasted model surface roughness can be used in downscaling of the wind speed or in diagnostic
models, or snow cover and depth can be used to estimate ground reflectance (see Section 4.5.1).
When it comes to solar radiation it is possible to use surface downwelling radiation from the reanalysis models, but
other products based on remote sensing techniques exist with greater temporal and spatial resolution. Several studies
have shown that reanalysis is accustomed to over estimation of solar radiation, while underestimation is observed in
satellite methods [Babar et al., 2019]. Many historical radiation databases like SARAH and CM-SAF are produced from
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processing
images
from
geo-stationary
weather
satellites
[PVGIS:
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/PVGIS/docs/othersources]. Operational services are also available in near real-time or realtime like the free to use Copernicus CAMS Radiation Service (CAMS-Rad) or HelioClim-3 and Solcast, two examples
of commercial web-services providing both historical datasets and forecasts with uncertainty predictions.
4.5.1.

Preprocessing

Some weather variables may require pre-processing. Modelling techniques are commonly used to generate required
items like solar irradiance or sky temperature estimations, filling gaps, reconstructing shorter time steps from hourly
data, or adjusting data to account for urban effects [Crawley, 2019].
With knowledge of the surroundings, we can use simple relations to adapt the weather data to better fit local conditions.
This may be particularly useful if observations are sourced from a site far away (or multiple sites), or working with
gridded reanalysis data or forecasts, especially when variables are based on model grid cell averages that cover a
larger geographic area with heterogenous characteristics. For air temperature, common relations are nearest neighbour
selection, bilinear correlation and altitude corrections, or more sophisticated kriging techniques.
Wind speed is an element greatly influenced by local surroundings that is rarely measured on-site and subject to
variation over small spatial and temporal scales. Commonly observations are sourced from airports or wind towers
located in open landscape. Similarly, the ERA5 reanalysis surface wind speed at 10-meter represent potential wind
speed in open grassland (surface roughness z0=0.03 meter). Power-law or log-law wind profile relations can be used
to convert the wind speed from one site to another using boundary layer similarity theory [Skeie et al., 2021]. These
conversion methods require surface roughness estimates. To include local wakes and canyon effects more advanced
techniques are needed.
Many techniques exist to measure the combination of direct and diffuse solar radiation on a façade or on the horizontal
(total sky irradiance) e.g. from high precision pyranometers to cheaper refence based PV-cells. In case direct (beam)
irradiance or the diffuse component is not measured directly, solar separation models are useful to estimate the diffuse
and direct part from global horizontal irradiance. A separation of direct and diffuse radiation (from the sky and
surroundings) is needed to perform calculations of vertical irradiance on facades, or tilted roofs, and for detailed shading
analysis. The most common separation models are derived empirically and utilizes a clear sky model as part of the
transformation, together with a solar positioning algorithm.
Both physical models and data-driven techniques may benefit from knowing the solar azimuth and zenith angle which
can be obtained as part of a pre-processing step and supplied in the inputs knowing the building position. In Section
6.5, from the acquired diffuse horizontal and beam normal irradiance, we used the Perez method [ISO 52010-1:2017]
to calculate vertical unshaded irradiance for each façade orientation. The result was presented as a direction
independent unshaded vertical diffuse irradiance (including uniform sky, horizon band and reflected radiation from flat
ground) and the direct (beam and circumsolar) irradiance for each façade direction together with the solar positioning
angles.
To estimate ground reflectance (albedo) for radiation calculations, one approach is to utilize surface variables from
ERA5-Land and radiation quantities from the ERA5 atmospheric reanalysis. For the case study buildings (see Chapters
5 and 6), we first calculated the surface broadband albedo (1-(ssr/ssrd)) when the sun is above the horizon from ERA5
data and used the forecasted surface albedo fal variable at night. This resulted in a ground reflectance of approximately
0.14 at daytime in winter. To account for increased reflectance when the ground is covered by snow we used the two
factors: snow coverage in grid cell, snowc, and snow albedo, asn, from the ERA5-Land surface dataset. We scaled
between the two by the following function:
albedo = snowc ∙ asn + (1 − snowc) ∙ max(1 − (ssr/ssrd), fal)

(4.43)

Sky temperature, either sourced from atmospheric reanalysis or derived from empirical correlations of outdoor
temperature and cloud cover, can also be used in surface resistance calculations, or indirectly included by substituting
part of the outdoor temperature in an equivalent outdoor temperature (so-called sol-air temperature). We included the
sky temperature calculated from the strd quantity in ERA5 for the cases were on-site measurements or observations
of sky conditions were not available.

4.6.

Indoor temperature

The static and dynamic methods presented in the Building Physical Framework are meant to characterize the HTC of
a building considered as one single zone. Consequently, Equation (4.1) requires a representative global indoor
temperature θ𝑖 , which is never directly measured and hence not available. Determinination of the aggregated indoor
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temperature is optimally based on measured data of each room within the building. Such an extensive data set is
commonly not available and we have to keep in mind that even within one room local differences will occur for instance
due to stratification. Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate this effect occurring in on of the case studies: the Twin test houses
in Holzkirchen, Germany (see Section 5.1). The Holzkirchen N2 house is heated by electric radiators and suffers from
significant stratification in all rooms, compared to the O5 house, which is identical to the N2 house, but heated with an
underfloor heating system.

Figure 9.

Room temperatures measured at different heights in bedroom 1 of Holzkirchen house N2, heated by
electric radiators , from 2019/01/01 to 2019/01/10.

Figure 10. Average temperature difference with the temperature measured at 1.10 m height, over the room height, in
house N2 (up) and O5 (down).
Figure 10 furthermore clearly demonstrates that the interior temperature within the house is not identical for the different
room. Applying the single-zone heat balance equation hence requires an equivalent homogeneous indoor temperature.
Different approaches to do so can be determined based on the available sensor setup. This section describes the most
common ones. In this report the impact of the approach on the obtained HTC accuracy will be investigated for the case
studies described in Chapter 5. A more detailed analysis on synthetic data has been performed by [Senave et al, 2020].
4.6.1.

No measured data available

If no measured data is at hand, room temperatures can be assumed equal to constant values suggested in standards
(e.g. national standards on EPBD-regulations). Alternatively, if available, th e setpoint temperatures of the room
thermostat could be used as global indoor temperature.
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4.6.2.

One sensor in the main living room

If we have to rely on on-board measured data, often only the indoor temperature as measured by the room thermostat
in the living room is available. This indoor temperature can be used as input for the single zone heat balance equation.
However, as most dwellings typically maintain a significant lower temperature in the night zone of the dwelling, a second
indoor temperature can be synthetically created based on the assumption that the night zone of a dwelling is always
2° Celsius lower than the living room temperature. This value of 2°C stems from the difference between the
temperatures prescribed by the Belgian (‘BE’) Annexes to standard EN 12831-1 (heat load calculation) for a living room
and bedroom. The measured and synthetic signal can then weighted according to the methods described in Section
4.6.4.
4.6.3.

Measurements in all different heating zones

Measured data of all rooms are seldomy available. If more than one measurement point is present, typically the living
room and one of the sleeping rooms is monitored to get an idea of the indoor temperature in the main heating zones.
In this case similar weighing methods can be used as when data of all rooms are available.
4.6.4.

Detailed measurements in all rooms

This is considered as the highest amount of measured data, as it assumes the air temperature to be measured in all
rooms of the building. To determine the equivalent indoor temperature different weighing of the measured data can be
applied:
a)

Simple arithmetic mean of the measured values
In this case the global indoor temperature at each time step t is determined as the sum of all data points,
divided by the number of sensors:
θti =

b)

n

(4.44)

Volume weighted mean of the measured values
Instead of averaging the monitored temperatures, the can be weighted according to the volume V j of
each room j:
θti =

c)

t
∑n
j=1 θi,j

t
∑n
j=1 Vj θi,j

∑n
j=1 Vj

(4.45)

Averaged weighted mean of the measured values
Weighing of the monitored temperatures can also be done according to the facade area Aj of each room
j:
θti =

t
∑n
j=1 Aj θi,j

∑n
j=1 Aj

(4.46)

Equation (4.46) in essence assumes the HTC equally distributed over the facade area. It would be more
correct, though also unfeasible, to weigh the global indoor temperature according to the share of the
HTC for each room. Since this share is unknown (as is the HTC), a calculated value based on the
construction information could be used.

4.7.

Conclusions

The present chapter explored possible approaches to determine the different terms of the single zone heat balance
equation in practical applications. Quantification approaches for infiltration and ventilation losses, heat input by solar
gains, space heating and building use as well as the selection of indoor and outdoor conditions starting from limited
available data were explored. In Chapter 6 we will investigate the impact of the different approaches on the
determination of the HTC for each of the input terms seperatly. To that end, the different approaches are tested on four
case studies which will be described in the next Chapter 5. In Chapter 7 we will combine the optimal approaches for
each case study and compare the obtained results with their HTC reference values.
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5. Case studies
In order to validate the statistical methods and modelling approaches presented in Chapters 3 and 4 extensive
monitoring of in-use buildings is needed. Since detailed measurement campaigns require tailored experimental setups,
which are often invasive and costly, only a limited number of testing facilities can provide the desired measurements.
Therefore five testing facilities: two in the UK, two in Germany, and one in Belgium, were chosen as case studies in
this project. All case studies in this work are single-family houses, an overview of general features of each testing facility
is given in Table 2.
Table 2.

Overview of the main characteristics of each test case. The reference HTC was estimated based on data
collected during co-heating tests (Twin N2 and Twin O5, LBORO), PRBS tests (Uccle), and on a calculated
design value (GBORO). The reference gA was calculated based on window areas and window pane gvalues.

Case
study

Type of
house

Heating
generator

Occupant

Weather
data

Construction
year

Renovated

Ref.
HTC
[W/K]

Ref.
gA
[m2]

Twin N2

Detached
single-family
house

Electrical
heaters

Synthetic

On
location

1980s

Yes

110

11.39

Twin O5

Detached
single-family
house

Air source
heat
pump

Synthetic

On
location

1980s

Yes

106

10.21

Uccle

Semidetached
house

Gas boiler

Real

Free data
base

2010

No

106

5.92

LBORO

Semidetached
single-family
house

Gas boiler

Synthetic

Station 8
km away

1930s

No

375

5.3

GBORO

Terraced
house

Gas boiler

Real

On
location

2012

No
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3.6

5.1.

Twin Test Houses
47.874 °N, 11.728 °E

Holzkirchen, Germany

The Twin houses, Twin N2 and Twin O5, are part of the testing facilities at Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics in
Holzkirchen, Germany. They are two almost identical, detached, single-family houses built for empirical validation
experiments on full‐scale buildings (see Figure 11). The houses were built in the 1980s but are regularly adapted to
the prevailing energy standards. Since the two houses are structurally identical side-by-side on-site comparative
measurements under the same outdoor conditions are possible. Detailed measurements of the outdoor conditions are
provided by a weather station which is part of the institute’s facilities.
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Figure 11. Twin Test Houses: View from the East and South (source: Fraunhofer IBP).
The houses have three floors: cellar, ground floor and attic. The ground floor and the attic are part of the heated space,
while the cellar, where the technical room in Twin O5 is located, is not heated. The floor plan of the houses is presented
in Figure 12. The useful floor area amounts to 165.75 m2, and the indoor air volume is 364.15 m3. Apart from the
measuring equipment, all rooms are unfurnished.

Figure 12. Twin Test Houses: Floor plans of the ground floor (left), and attic (right).
After the last adaptation of the Twin test houses, the U-values of opaque envelope components range between 0.2 and
0.3 W/m²K. While the windows have double glazing with low emissivity coating and argon fill with an U-value of 1.2
W/m²K for all windows in the façade. The buildings are essentially unshaded and all windows are equipped with roller
blinds. The overall building’s mean airtightness at 50 Pa pressure difference is 0.87 h-1 for Twin N2 and 1.10 h-1 for
Twin O5. A mechanical ventilation system is installed in the houses and it operates based on a target constant air
change rate of 0.6 h-1. The total supply and exhaust air volume for entire buildings are measured and precisely PLC
controlled. After a co-heating test was carried out, reference HTC values were calculated for both houses. Based on
the measurements collected during the co-heating test, for Twin O5 the reference HTC is 106 W/K, and for Twin N2 it
is 110 W/K.
Both houses are occupied by “synthetic users”. The occupancy profiles used in this experiment are simulated profiles
for a family with two children. A profile for the internal heat loads, caused by the occupants, their usage of appliances
and artificial lighting has been derived from the occupancy profiles. The heat loads representing the synthetic occupants
are injected into the rooms by electrical convectors and are provided as a separate measured input. For the testing
period, a set temperature of 21 °C is chosen for occupied rooms in both houses, with 17 °C as the night-time setback
temperature.
Within the scope of the Annex 71 measurements, the main difference between the houses is in the heating system. In
Twin O5 the heat generator is an air-water heat pump coupled to a hydronic low-temperature underfloor heating. The
underfloor heating is designed for a 35 °C supply temperature. The heating system consists of a 4.9 kW heat pump
with an average COP of 2.40, and an additional 6 kW direct electric heating. The DHW demand is also supplied by the
heat pump but there is no DHW circulation since DHW is drained directly out of the building. On the other hand, the
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heat input for Twin N2 is generated by electrical heaters located in the indoor space. Seven electrical heaters, with the
nominal power of 2 kW, are allocated in each room except for the hall, doorway and staircase. No DHW demand is
foreseen for this test house.
More details about the Twin Test Houses can be found in the experimental specifications of the BES-validation exercise
[Kersken and Strachan, 2021].

5.2.

Loughborough Matched Pair Test Houses
52.771 °N, 1.224 °W

Loughborough, UK

The Matched Pair Test Houses are a testing facility operated by the Building Energy Research Group, in the School of
Architecture, Building and Civil Engineering at Loughborough University. They are a pair of adjoining, almost identical,
semi-detached, single-family houses (see Figure 13). The houses were built as private homes in the 1930s. They have
the same geometry (mirrored about the party wall), construction and heating systems. At the time that the data were
collected, they had not been significantly altered since construction: single glazing, uninsulated cavity walls, and no loft
or floor insulation. A relatively new, gas-fired, hydronic, central heating system with distribution pipework and wall
mounted radiators provided the space heating. Data from the left-hand house (as viewed from the front) were used for
this study.

Figure 13. Loughborough Matched Pair Test Houses: view from the South (source: Loughborough University).
The houses have two floors and the floor plan is presented in Figure 14. The useful floor area amounts to 91.2 m2, and
the indoor air volume is 240 m3. Synthetic occupancy equipment was used to represent heat gains from people, lights
and appliances. The profile was based on a family of two working adults with two school-aged children. Apart from the
equipment for measurement and synthetic occupancy, all rooms were unfurnished. There was no mechanical
ventilation.
The U-values were approximately: brick cavity external walls 1.5 W/m2K, suspended timber ground floor 0.6 W/m2K,
uninsulated pitched roof with tiles 2.3 W/m2K, and single glazed windows with wooden frames 4.8 W/m2K. The
measured air permeability was 21.5 h-1 at a pressure of 50 Pa. The HTC estimated based on a co-heating test was 382
W/K with an estimated 95% confidence interval of +/-10%.
All data were collected during research work that is detailed in Beizaee et al. [2015] and Beizaee [2016].
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Figure 14. Loughborough Matched Pair Test Houses: floor plans.

5.3.

Gainsborough Test House
53.4 °N, 0.77 °E

Gainsborough, UK

This case object comprises a south-facing end-of-terrace social housing dwelling (see Figure 15). The house has two
floors with a total floor area of 67 m² and a building volume of 192.68 m³. The living room, kitchen, toilet and entrance
hall are located on the ground floor. Two bedrooms and a bathroom are situated on the first floor. A small technical
room is located on the landing of the first floor.

Figure 15. Gainsborough Test House: view from the South (source: [Sodagar & Starkey, 2016]).
In Table 3, the main construction elements are specified. Air leakage tests in July 2012 and August 2014 revealed an
air permability of the dwelling of 2.12 m³ h-1 m-2 and 3.65 m³ h-1 m-2 at a pressure of 50 Pa, respectively.
Space heating and domestic hot water (DHW) production are provided by a Potterton Promax combination boiler with
a manufacturer’s quoted efficiency of 91%. Space heating is controlled using two room thermostats, in the hall and
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bedroom 1. The total gas consumption of the heating system is monitored with volumetric gas meters. Ventilation is
provided using a ‘Lo-Carbon Astra’ mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery (MVHR) from Vent-Axia. The
system is equipped with a monitoring system that registers temperature and relative humidity of supply and return air,
as well as the electricity consumption of the ventilation unit. From March 2013, the building is inhabited by one adult
and two children.

Figure 16.

Gainsborough test house: floor plans of the ground floor (left) and first floor (right).

Table 3.

Gainsborough test house: Specification of main construction elements [Sodagar & Starkey, 2016]

Element

Characteristics

Area (m²)

Target U-value
(W m-2 K-1)

Ground floor

Proprietary suspended concrete beam and block
with 20mm of insulation

33.62

0.11

External walls

142mm Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) finished
in brick or render clad.

76.15

0.12

Roof

Single ply roofing membrane fixed to 142mm
Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) and 50mm rigid
insulation.

33.62

0.11

Door

Munster EcoClad timber board effect with triple
glazed side screen

1.89

1.20

Windows

Munster EcoClad triple glazed windows.

15.66

1.15

(S: 6.24, E:
3.63, W: 5.79)
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5.4.

Uccle Test House
50.79 °N, 4.37 °E

Brussels, Belgium

The Uccle Test House is a high insulated semi-detached house located in Brussels. The house shares a partition wall
with the neighboring house south (Figure 17). It was built in 2010 and is occupied by a couple with a regular guest. The
house has received bonuses as part of the "BatEx" certification process. Within the framework of this certification, a
one-year monitoring was carried out in 2016 during occupancy.
Internal temperature, relative humidity, and CO2 were measured in the bathroom, living room and guest room. Gas
consumption was recorded for heating, hot water, and cooking. Measurements of the outdoor conditions were
downloaded from free access data base. More details about the monitoring is available in [Deltour et al, 2020].
The rooms in the house are connected via an open staircase over 4 floors including one floor that is partly underground
(Figure 18). All thermal bridges were optimized and calculated according to the Passive House certification. The overall
external loss surface amounts to 521.9 m² and the airtightness is 0.52 h-1 measured at 50 Pa pressure difference (n50).
Therefore, the calculated theoretical reference value of HTC is 94.2 W/K. The heated floor area of the house is 153.7
m², and the interior volume is 400.4 m³. The building is East-West oriented and located in an urban location, resulting
in mostly shaded windows during winter period.

Figure 17.

Uccle Test House: East façade and cross-section (source: Atelier d’architecture Gérard Bedoret).

Heating is provided by a single heating system, a gas insert, located in the living room, with maximum power of 9 kW
and theoretical efficiency of 85%. Domestic hot water (DHW) is provided by an instant gas water heater combined with
a thermal solar panel (2 m²) for the bathroom and an electric storage water heater of 10 litres located in the garage,
used for the kitchen and the wash basin in the WC at the first floor. Ventilation is provided by a balanced mechanical
system with heat recovery. The system has a theoretical efficiency of 84%.
An adapted co-heating was performed in February 2019 [Deltour et al, 2020], the resulting HTC was around 106.3
W/K. This value can be selected as a reference. The difference between the theoretical value (94.2 W/K) and the
adapted co-heating value (106.3W/K) should be mainly due to heat exchange with the party wall that would contribute
around 13% of the losses (instead of 0% in the theoretical calculation).
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Figure 18. Uccle Test House: Floor plans from the left to the right: semi-buried floor (guest room), ground floor (living
room), first floor (office), second floor (bath and bed rooms).
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6. Exploration of inputs
With the building physical framework in the back of our mind, and the statistical modelling approaches and potential
input variables under our belt, we are ready to look at the actual impact of our modelling choices on the estimated
physical parameters, and the related uncertainty. The different approaches are tested on the four case studies detailed
in the previous Chapter. From this, we distill quality procedures and clear guidelines for building parameter
identification. For each input variable, we zoom in on each significant term in the overarching heat balance laid out in
Chapter 2, and apply the modelling approaches described in Chapter 4. During this time, basic assumptions are made
with regard to the the other terms:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Solar gains: horizontal global solar irradiation, with calculated constant solar aperture values as in Table 2
Heat input: depending on the test case, one of the approaches for heat input was selected based on the
installed system. Mostly, the most precise avialable measurements without additional theoretical assumptions
were used.
Infiltration and ventilation heat loss: ignored
Occupant and appliance heat gain: ignored
Weather data: local air temperature and horizontal global solar irradiation
Indoor temperature: living room, except for the Twin test houses for which a volume averaged indoor
temperature was used as basic assumption.

We depict the obtained results in multi-panel plots. Each of these plots collects the model type (e.g. linear regression
model LR1, or ARX model) in separate columns. In each panel plot, the modelling approaches are grouped side-byside, numbered as they are in Chapter 4. The estimated heat loss coefficients and the standard deviation (95%
confidence interval) are represented as points and error bars, respectively. All models are validated based on the stateof-the-art described in the IEA EBC Annex 58 statistical guidelines report. For some modelling approaches, more than
one result can be plotted, as more participants independently applied them.
In this Chapter, we focus on the impact of individual approaches on the HTC-estimate. Hence, although a reference
value was calculated for the different case studies, it is not included in the charts, as it should not serve as gauge to
evaluate results.

6.1.

Solar gains

The overall heat balance for a single zone building can be expressed as in Equation 4.1. To investigate the influence
of solar irradiation on the thermal balance, the following simplification is made:
C
⏟i,eff

∂θi

∂t
only in
dynamic models

= Φ
Φtr + Φinf + ⏟
Φint + Φvent
⏟h + Φ
⏟
sol + ⏟
always
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term of
interest

HTC

(6.1)

not
included

In the next section, we will compare the different approaches presented in Section 4.1. to incorporate solar gains in the
heat balance equation. We will apply these approaches to each case study separately and discuss the results.
6.1.1.

Twin Test Houses

In Figure 19 several patterns can be seen. First, the estimated heat loss coefficient is, in general, lower for approach 1
(entirely omitting solar gains) than for the remaining approaches (which include solar gains in one way or another).
Excluding solar gains indeed reduces the heat gains accounted for in the building, thus reducing the estimate for HTC.
The linear regression (LR) models considered here do not include an intercept. Including an intercept in the linear
regression model accounts for constant unmodelled thermal effects. However, with an intercept the HTC, i.e. the slope
of the fit, can more freely adapt to data, which consequently results in a higher uncertainty. For buildings with an
unmodelled surplus of heat gains the intercept of the regression model will be positive. Hence, by forcing the intercept
to be zero, generally a steeper regression slope and thus higher HTC is obtained.
Overall, the ARX models seem to perform most consistently (Figure 19). In general, the fitted state space models
(rightmost column in Figure 19) have estimated a higher HTC than the ARX and to some extent the linear regression
models. On top of that, most of the state space models have obtained extremely small standard deviations of the HTC
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estimates. This might be related to the fact the standard deviation is a purely statistical measure. But one also has to
consider the measurements errors and the physical interpretation of the model.
Based on the results obtained for the Twin Houses it seems most feasible to model solar gains as a constant fraction
of the solar irradiation (Approach 2). Including it in the modelling has a significant impact on HTC (65% and 19%
increase for Twin N2 and Twin O5, respectively, in the case of ARX models). Moreover, based on unseen data, these
models provide the most accurate predictions of the heat consumption. This exercise, however, has not been retained
in this report.

Figure 19. Multi-panel plot investigating solar gains input for the Twin test houses with the model type in separate
columns and the Twin Test Houses N2 and O5 in separate rows. Modelling approaches are grouped sideby-side, numbered as they are in Chapter 4. The estimated heat loss coefficients are shown in W/K and
the standard deviation is represented with error bars.
6.1.2.

Gainsborough

In Figure 20 the estimated HTCs of the Gainsborough house show a significant variation in the standard deviations.
Linear regression models exhibit the largest uncertainty and the state space model the smallest. The wide confidence
bands of the regression models are a consequence of two things. First, the model relies on daily average data, and
second the sample comprises only 30 such data points.
On one hand, the results obtained by applying linear regression models and state space models seem to be rather
consistent. On the other hand, the ARX models seem to overestimate HTC, especially when solar gains are neglected.
As more detailed modelling approaches are applied, the results descend down towards the LR2 and SS results. Hence,
the inclusion of a detailed model of the solar gains in the ARX models can be recommended. Als the state space model
with a detailed description of both diffuse and direct irradiation seems to estimate the HTC rather accurately.
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Figure 20. Estimated heat loss coefficients by different model types and formulations of the solar gain for
Gainsborough. The error bar represents the standard deviation of the estimated heat loss coefficient.
6.1.3.

Loughborough

Each of the models (linear regression, ARX, and state space models) show very consistent results, albeit in their own
little corner (Figure 21). The ARX and SS models yield very diferent estimates, both with regard to uncertainty around
HTC and its mean value. The ARX models are associated with high uncertainty, whereas the state space models with
low uncertainty. Despite the consistent estimates for each of the models, a spline based solar transmittance (Approach
4) proved to result in better predictions than other approaches.

Figure 21. Estimated heat loss coefficients by different model types and formulations of the solar gain for
Loughborough. The error bar represents the standard deviation of the estimated heat loss coefficient.
6.1.4.

Uccle

As it was the case for the Loughborough house the obtained HTCs are consistent within the scope of the three models
(LR, ARX and SS). However, there is a pronounced difference in the estimated mean HTC between the three model
types.The modelling approaches that include solar gains in one or other form (going for Approach 1 to Approach 2, 3
or 4) yields very consistent results. But the impact is almost negligible. For ARX models, including solar gains (Approach
1 to Appproach 2) yields a 5% change in the estimate of HTC. For SS models, this is only 2-3%. Moreover, the inclusion
of advanced solar gain modelling approach (Approach 4) does not show any significant improvement in the overall
model predictability.
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Figure 22. Estimated heat loss coefficients by different model types and formulations of the solar gain for Uccle. The
error bar represents the standard deviation of the estimated heat loss coefficient.
6.1.5.

Conclusion

From most cases there is no clear evidence of an increased accuracy of the obtained HTC by modelling the solar gain
in a more advanced manner as in approach 4 (spline based solar transmittance). And as illustrated in Figure 19 there
is in many cases a clear improvement in including the solar gain in one way or the other, compared to neglecting it
entirely as done in approach 1.
As seen in Section 6.1.4 the steady state linear regression models, the ARX models, and the state space models are
all very consistent when investigated separately. However, between the three models a large difference in the estimated
HTC is observed, indicating that the models need to be interpreted differently, i.e. the HTCs obtained from the linear
regression model, the ARX model and the state space model do not necessarily represent the same thing.
It is, however, important to note that a static value as the HTC is only one part of the equation when dealing with
dynamical models — another important part are the thermal capacities which have not been discussed here. When
investigating the models’ capabilities of predicting future observations, the spline-based gA function (approach 4)
generally offer a more accurate representation of the solar transmittance than a constant gA value. With that in mind,
the Gainsborough and the Loughborough house seem to benefit from the spline base gA function, whereas a constant
gA values is sufficient for the Twin Houses and the Uccle house.

6.2.

Heat input

In this section, we discuss the results obtained by applying different modelling approaches for the heat input. To
investigate the impact on the determination of the HTC, we make the following simplifications:
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Before diving into the results, we briefly introduce, for each test case, the heating system and the available heat input
data.
6.2.1.

Twin Test Houses

In the Twin N2, the heat input is generated with seven electrical heaters installed in all rooms of the house except the
doorway and the staircase. The power consumption in every room is measured separately, and the heat delivered to
each room is given as a measurement output. The losses of the energy conversion in the electrical heaters are
negligible, therefore only one case with the exact heat input delivered to the house is analyzed, corresponding to
approach 4 in Section 4.2.
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Figure 23. Simplified energy flows in the heat pump system of Twin O5
In the Twin O5, a heat pump (HP) generates heat for both space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW). In
addition to the heat pump, there are auxiliary electrical heaters installed between the HP and the underfloor heating
(UFH) system and also an additional heater in the DHW tank. A simplified representation of the energy flows in the HP
system and installed energy meters is shown in Figure 23. The detailed description of this heating system can be found
in the experimental specifications [Kersken and Strachan, 2021].
In the defrosting cycle, the heat is subtracted from the indoor space and delivered to the external unit. The conversion
losses on the auxiliary heaters in the UFH and DHW are negligible. As the DHW is drained out of the building, it can
be expected that it does not affect the heat balance of the indoor space. Moreover, since the energy produced by the
HP is split between the UFH and DHW subsystems, the exact split is known only by measurement. In the case of Twin
O5 detailed measurements are available and exact energy flows are known. For this study, three measurement
scenarios were assumed. The first scenario assumes that only the electrical energy consumed by the whole system is
measured, without separating the energy consumed by the HP itself from the energy consumed by auxiliary heaters.
Here is assumed that the overall energy is fed to the HP and converted to thermal energy by a constant COP of 2.4. In
this case, two versions of the HTC are calculated, one assuming there is no DHW split (1b), and the other with a
theoretical DHW split (1c) of 20%. In the second scenario, it is assumed that the total thermal energy produced by the
HP is known. Again, two cases, without (3a) and with (3b) theoretical separation of DHW use are assumed. The third
scenario corresponds to the most accurate heat input, where the exact heat flow through the UFH is measured, and it
corresponds to Approach 4 in Section 4.2. In Table 4 assumptions linked with different accuracy levels are presented.
In addition to the main heat source, there are electrical heaters used to simulate internal heat gains. Since these artificial
internal gains are measured separately on every device, it is possible to exclude them from the overall heat input.
Table 4.

Approaches applied on the heat input of Twin O5

Approach

What is measured?

DHW split

1b

El. energy used by the heating system

No

1c

El. energy used by the heating system

Theoretical: 80% SH/ 20% DHW

3a

Energy produced by the HP

No

3b

Energy produced by the HP

Theoretical: 80% SH/ 20% DHW

4

Heat delivered to UFH

Exact

`
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Figure 24. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.2) of the accuracy on the heat input for Twin O5. The error bar represents the
standard deviation of the estimate.

Figure 25. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.2) of the accuracy on the heat input for Twin N2. The error bar represents the
standard deviation of the estimate.
From the results for the Twin O5 it is possible to notice that when the measurements of the heat input are taken closer
to the emission system, thus representing the exact SH demand more precisely, the estimated HTC is significantly
lower. However, in this case, the SH demand is not entirely produced by the HP and additional auxiliary electrical
heaters are often turned on. Therefore, measurements of the HP output only, do not reflect the total SH demand.
Another factor in this system is the DHW production which, without additional measurements, can only be assumed.
Arbitrary assumptions, similar to 1c and 3b, could lead to the underestimation of the HTC. To avoid mistakes when
assessing complex systems, additional measurements (Approach 4) should be considered.
6.2.2.

Gainsborough

The heating source in the Gainsborough test case is a condensing combi boiler, with a manufacturer’s quoted efficiency
of 91% and a nominal power of 23.8 kW. The central radiator heating is controlled by two Honeywell room thermostats,
one in the hall and one in the master bedroom. For this test case, the gas consumptions was measured in m3 and has
been converted to kWh using the average gas calorific value. The domestic hot water is produced by the same
generator and there was no separate measurement of the DHW consumption. The scarcity of measurements inside
the heating system in this test case reflects the usual set-up available in reality, where only gas-meter readings are
available. Therefore, in this case, only three scenarios can be assumed. In the first scenario (1a) it is supposed that all
heat released from the gas combustion in the boiler is delivered to the heated space, in 1b that assumption is corrected
by adding the manufacturer’s boiler efficiency. In approach 1c also a theoretical DHW split is assumed.
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Table 5.

Approaches applied on the heat input of the Gainsborough test case

Approach

What is measured?

DHW split

1a

Gas consumption

No

1b

Gas consumption (theoretical efficiency)

No

1c

Gas consumption (theoretical efficiency)

Theoretical (see below)

Figure 26. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.2) of the accuracy on the heat input for Gainsborough. The error bar represents
the standard deviation of the estimate.
Figure 26 shows that with the increase of the heat input accuracy, for all statistical modelling methods, the value of the
estimate decreases. While Approach 1b assumes a constant efficiency of the gas boiler only, in Approach 1c a more
extensive analysis of the theoretical efficiency and DHW split is investigated. A detailed explanation of the performed
analysis follows.
Uncertainty analysis
For this test case, an uncertainty analysis is performed for the boiler efficiency and the domestic hot water use,
corresponding to Approach 1c. In a first step of the uncertainty analysis, a variation is chosen for the two assessed
parameters. On the one hand, the boiler efficiency is chosen to be normally distributed with a standard deviation of 10
% of the mean efficiency. Figure 27a illustrates the density function for a boiler with an average efficiency of 89 %.
On the other hand, the distribution of the domestic hot water use (in liter per person per day) is based on two sources
of data: data of seven Flemish Pilot Projects for Renovation (64 cases – research supported by the regional agency
‘Flanders Innovation & Entrepreneurship’ VLAIO) and data of the Annex 42 Project of the International Energy Agency
[Knight I. et.al. 2007]. Figure 27b illustrates the density of these two data sets in four density curves:
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

the density curve of the Pilot Project data calculated with a Kernel smoother (maximum at 33.5 liter per
person)
the density curve of the Pilot Project data approached as a normal distribution (mean 42.8 ± standard
deviation of 15.3)
the normal distribution of the Annex 42 data (51.7 ± 21.2)
the normal distribution of the average both data sets (47.2 ± 18.2).

The first density curve shows that the Pilot Project data is not completely normally distributed, but slightly skewed to
the left. Since, however, six out of seven Pilot Projects were social housing projects, this divergence can be ascribed
to the target group: the majority of the cases (48 out of 64) is inhabited by economically-minded, socially vulnerable
people. Therefore, the normal distribution (second curve), of which the mean value is 9.3 liter per person higher than
the peak value of the first curve, can be accepted as an input of the average domestic hot water use. The third curve,
also normally distributed, is based on the Annex 42 data, where the domestic hot water use was monitored in nine
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different countries. Finally, the fourth (purple) curve, which is the average of the second and third density curve, is used
to calculate the distribution of the domestic hot water energy demand for each case, as a function of the number of
inhabitants per dwelling.
In a second step of the uncertainty analysis the Sobol’ sequence, a pseudo-random number sequence, is used to
define 1000 combinations of the boiler efficiency and the DHW use, which leads to 100 variations of the heating power.
The 1000 variations of the two parameters are illustrated in Figure 28. In a third step, the heat losses are calculated for
all values of the heating power using the linear regression model. Finally, the resulting heat losses are compared to the
heat losses for the original values of the boiler efficiency and the DHW use. This research was conducted in the
framework of the dissertation of Evi Lambie [Lambie E., 2021]

a.)

b.)

Figure 27. Illustration of a.) the normal distribution of the boiler efficiency b.) the uniform distribution of the domestic
hot water use

Figure 28. Illustration of the second and third step of the uncertainty analysis performed on the boiler efficiency and
the domestic hot water use in the Gainsborough test case.
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6.2.3.

Loughborough

The Loughborough test house uses a 30 kW gas-fired condensing combi-boiler as heating source and the central
heating system consists of radiators controlled by a programmable room thermostat located in the hallway. Since the
synthetic occupancy did not include DHW consumption, the heat generator was used only to supply the required SH
demand. In this case, both gas usage and boiler output were monitored. When only the gas consumption is measured
two input approaches are considered. In 2a, it is assumed that all heat released from the gas combustion is delivered
to the heated space, while in 2b a theoretical boiler efficiency of 89% is included. The Approach 4 corresponds to the
case when the exact heat flow delivered by the boiler is measured, thus in this case, the most accurate heat input
scenario.
Table 6.

Approaches applied on the heat input of the Loughborough test case

Approach

What is measured?

DHW split

2a

Gas consumption

Yes (no DHW production)

2b

Gas consumption (theoretical efficiency)

Yes (no DHW production)

4

Heat output of the boiler

Yes (no DHW production)

Figure 29.

Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.2) of the accuracy on the heat input for Loughborough. The error bar represents
the standard deviation of the estimate.

From Figure 29 it is noticeable that the estimated HTC decreases, with the improvement of the heat input measurement
accuracy. When comparing Accuracy 2b to 4, it can be deduced that the theoretical efficiency overestimates the real
efficiency of the boiler. One of the reasons is that in reality, the efficiency is load-dependent and it often decreases
significantly on low loads.
6.2.4.

Uccle

In the Uccle test house, the heat generator is a gas insert, located in the living room, with a maximum power of 9 kW
and theoretical efficiency of 85%. Domestic hot water is provided by an instant gas water heater combined with a
thermal solar panel for the bathroom and an electric storage water heater of 10 litres located in the garage, used for
the kitchen and the washbasin in the toilet at the first floor. For this test case two gas consumption recordings are
available, the overall gas consumption and the gas consumption of the gas insert alone. When the overall consumption
measurements are available it is possible to calculate the HTC with three different approaches. First, for 1a it is
assumed that the gas was all consumed to heat the indoor space, while for 1b a theoretical efficiency of the gas insert
is implemented. In Accuracy 1c both the efficiency of the generator and a theoretical DHW split were assumed. In case
when the exact gas consumption of the insert is known there are only two possible approaches: 2a, where it is assumed
all consumed gas is transformed into heat and delivered to the SH, and 2b, where a theoretical efficiency of the
generator is applied.
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Table 7.

Approaches applied on the heat input of the Uccle test case

Approach

What is measured?

DHW split

1a

Overall gas consumption

No

1b

Overall gas consumption (theoretical efficiency)

No

1c

Overall gas consumption (theoretical efficiency)

Yes (theoretical)

2a

Gas consumption of the SH heat source

Yes (no DHW production)

2b

Gas consumption of the SH heat source (theoretical
efficiency)

Yes (no DHW production)

Figure 30. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.2) of the accuracy on the heat input for Uccle. The error bar represents the
standard deviation of the estimate.
6.2.5.

Conclusion

When gross energy use measurements, taken before the generator, are considered we tend to overestimate the energy
demand, and thus also the HTC. In cases where a constant theoretical efficiency of the generator is implemented the
produced heat is often overestimated since usually the nominal efficiency of the unit is known, rather than the average.
If the same generator provides for both SH and DHW demand, DHW demand should be excluded from the heat input
since its inclusion can also lead to the overestimation of the heat delivered to the indoor space. In case when
assumptions are used to split the DHW demand there is the tendency to either overestimate or underestimate the HTC
depending on the assumption.
The best results are obtained when energy measurements after the generator and after the split for DHW distribution
are considered. Thus, when possible, installation of measurement equipment after the generator and additional data
gathering to separate SH and DHW demand are recommended.
The robustness of the model types, e.g. linear regression or ARX, is dependent on the investigated case. Overall, statespace models seem to be the most robust.

6.3.

Infiltration heat loss and ventilation heat loss

As introduced in Section 4.3, this Section investigates the impact of modelling in detail the heat transfer that arises due
to mechanical ventilation and infiltration/exfiltration. We will assess the impact on the estimation of HTC of explicitly
modeling heat transfer due to mechanical ventilation (Section 4.3.2). Moreover, we will investigate whether we can split
HTC into HTCtr and HTCinf, and if so, how (Section 4.3.3).
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Approach 0 neglects ventilation heat loss. Approach 1 first estimates the ventilation heating/cooling power from
measurements (supply temperature and flow rate, the latter obtained through direct measurement or estimated based
on MVHR power). Approach 2 includes ventilation in the models and also attempts to include infiltration explicitly so
HTC can be split into HTCtr and HTCinf.
6.3.1.

Twin Test Houses

The twin houses feature mechanical ventilation with heat recovery. Air is supplied to the living room and two bedrooms.
The ventilation supply rate and supply temperature are measured, which allows including the ventilation heat supply in
all models, be they linear regression or grey-box.
The infiltration mass flow rate, however, remains unknown. But wind speed is measured and we might be able to build
a model that correlates wind speed and air infiltration.
Φinf = ainf V (θe − θi )

(6.4)

Table 8 collects the results obtained for the infiltration heat loss separately, based on linear regression analysis (Eq.
4.36), the AIM-2 model and the rule of thumb constant infiltration based on n50 (DIN 4108), assuming a moderately
exposed building. The latter two effectively estimate the infiltration flow rate prior to the regression.
Table 8.

6.3.2.

Estimates infiltration heat loss in W/K for Twin Test Houses, based on linear regression method 2 (LR2),
AIM-2 and DIN 4108.

LR2

AIM-2

DIN 4108

Twin N2

26.5 (7.1)

7.52

6.91

Twin O5

17.8 (7.1)

9.45

8.73

Gainsborough

The Gainsborough house also features mechanical ventilation with heat recovery. The ventilation mass flow rate is
unknown and therefore needs to be be included as an additional explanatory variable.
1

Φ = HTC(θe − θi ) − gAIsol + ⏟
αv Pv 3 (θi − θs ) + ⏟
ca ∙ ṁinf (θi − θe )
Φvent

(6.5)

Φinf

Where Pv is the power consumption of the fan. The MVHR meter (kWh) is provided in the data file.
Table 9 collects the results obtained for the infiltration heat loss separately, based on linear regression analysis (Eq.
4.36), the AIM-2 and DIN 4108 models.
Table 9.

Estimates infiltration heat loss in W/K for Gainsborough, based on linear regression method 2 (LR2), AIM2 and DIN 4108.

GBORO

LR2

AIM-2

DIN 4108

8.1 (7.6)

7.27

4.58

Figure 31 collects the results obtained separately by two participants. For the Gainsborough case (GBORO) the impact
of the person performing the analysis outweighs the impact of the modelling approach they apply. Very consistent
results are obtained for the Twin Test Houses (Twin N2 and Twin O5). With a reduction of about 30%, including
ventilation heating power clearly has a significant impact on the HTC estimate. Approach 1 and 2 yield very similar
results, with a maximum deviation of 5% between them.
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Figure 31. Estimate of the heat transfer coefficients by using different approaches to model ventilation and infiltration
heat loss for the Twin Test Houses and Gainsborough.

6.4.

Occupant and appliance heat gain

To investigate the impact on the determination of the HTC, we make the following simplifications:
𝐶
⏟𝑖,𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝜃𝑖

𝜕𝑡
only in
𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠

=

𝛷
⏟ℎ
always
included

+ 𝛷
𝛷𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
⏟
⏟
𝑠𝑜𝑙 + 𝛷
𝑖𝑛𝑡 + ⏟
⏟𝑡𝑟 + 𝛷𝑖𝑛𝑓 + 𝛷
set for LR

HTC

term of
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡

(6.6)

neglected

Figure 32 and Figure 33 visualize the internal heat gains for both the Gainsborough and Uccle test cases, as estimated
based on the modelling approaches introduced in Section 4.4.1 to 4.4.4. When applying the ISO method (Approach 1,
Section 4.4.1) to the two test cases under consideration (Uccle and Gainsborough), the input parameters and usage
schedule for residential, detached houses were assumed.
6.4.1.

Gainsborough

The occupant presence based on RH measurements was considered for two rooms (lounge and bedroom), whilst the
occupant presence based on CO2 measurements was considered only for the lounge. As a result, the application of
the RH method (Approach 3) results in higher metabolic heat inputs than for the CO2 method (Approaches 4 and 5).
However, this has little impact on the HTC estimate. When comparing the results obtained when occupant heat gains
are not considered (Approach 1) with the results obtained when they are, applying the ISO method (Approach 2) seems
to overestimate HTC (by up to 7%). Moreover, comparing approaches 1 and approaches 3-5, the impact of including
occupant heat gains (on top of appliance heat gains) is negligible.
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Figure 32. Multi-panel plot with the model type in separate columns. Modelling approaches are grouped side-by-side,
numbered as they are in Chapter 4. The estimated heat transfer coefficients and the standard deviation
are represented as points and error bars, respectively.
6.4.2.

Uccle

Both RH and CO2 measurements were taken in the living room, bathroom and guest room. Also here, Approach 2
seems to slightly overestimate HTC, by up to 12%. In the case of the Averaging method (AVG) and linear regression
model 1 (LR1), considering a CO2 mass balance (Approach 5) yields slightly lower estimates than estimating metabolic
heat inputs based on RH and CO2 measurements (Approaches 3 and 4). This trend, however, is not confirmed by the
other methods.

Figure 33. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient estimated by using different modelling approaches (as outlined
in Chapter 4) for occupant and appliance gains.
6.4.3.

Conclusion

Compared to gas and electricity consumption, the obtained metabolic heat inputs are low. The ISO method results in
the highest metabolic heat input. With the exception of the LR2 method in the Uccle case object, the HTCs obtained
through different methods and approaches seem to be overestimated. This must at least partially be attributed to the
fact that inaccurate figures for some parameters (e.g. heat input and indoor temperatures) have been used. The
difference in obtained HTCs through the approaches 0 and 1 in the Gainsborough case show that the inclusion of
electricity consumption in the internal heat gains has a large impact on the derived HTC.
Compared to the RH and CO2 methods, the CO2 balance method results in slightly higher metabolic heat input rates
for the Gainsborough case object, and slightly lower metabolic heat input rates for the Uccle case object. But as this
method explicitly takes ventilation into account, it heavily relies on an accurate estimation of the ventilation rate.
Considering that CO2 and RH sensors were only present in a limited number of rooms in both test cases, it is expected
that the metabolic heat inputs. which are determined by methods that rely on these measurements, are underestimating
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the occupant heat gains. On the other hand, the metabolic heat input is likely overestimated in some cases, due to nonhuman sources of moisture or CO2 (e.g. cooking).
In the absence of measurements regarding occupant presence in the Gainsborough and Uccle case objects, a
validation study has been done on another test case, for which measurements of temperature, relative humidity and
CO2 concentration were registered on a 5-minute interval, and occupant presence was registered on a 1-minute
interval. Based on the results of this validation study, the CO2 balance method was found to yield the most accurate
results in terms of occupant presence. It must be noted, however, that this method is relatively complex in that it relies
on the accurate quantification of the CO2 concentration in the replacement air and the air change rate in the building
(zone) under consideration.

6.5.

Weather data

For every location, the closest meteo-stations covering the period of the experiments was identified. Hourly
observations were acquired through the NOAA Integrated Surface Database (ISD) and processed using the isdparser
package for R [CRAN]. The ISD database consists of global hourly and synoptic observations updated daily from more
than 14 000 active stations worldwide, including a large number of airports, conveniently made available through web
API’s in various formats [NCEI, 2003]. Observed elements at each station were then identified, and the distance to the
site plotted (Figure 34). For the two locations in the UK, closer-to-site hourly measurements of wind speed and direction,
air temperature and global horizontal irradiance recorded by stations operated by the Met Office could be acquired
through the MIDAS Open public datasets [Met Office, 2019]. In Germany, 10-minute observations and hourly data from
the national network of automated stations are available online at the German climate data center (CDC) open data
portal [DWD, 2020]. In Belgium, 10-minute observations and hourly data from 17 automatic weather stations around
the country are being released in the RMI opendata portal in accordance with the INSPIRE directive [RMI, 2020].
ERA5 reanalysis data covering the same period was also downloaded via the Copernicus Climate Store using the
ecmwfr and ncdf4 packages for R [CRAN]. The gridded datasets were stacked into time series and pre-processed as
described in chapter 4.7, using bilinear weighting of the four grid cells closest to the location. The resolution of the
ERA5 (0.25°x0.25°) and ERA5-Land (0.1°x0.1°) gridded data available in the CDS catalogue are illustrated in Figure
34. The ERA5-Land model runs at an increased resolution of 9 km over ERA5’s 31 km native grid spacing, but do not
include all the parameters of the atmospheric reanalysis. Consequently, both were acquired for the analysis.
Figure 34, illustrate the four nearest grid cells of the ERA5 reanalysis dataset in red, the ERA5-Land surface dataset
in blue and the centre of the satellite pixels of the CAMS radiation service (orange points) surrounding the building site
locations (crosses). The closest meteorological stations are also illustrated in green (triangles).

Figure 34. Illustration of the four nearest grid cells of the ERA5 reanalysis dataset in red, the ERA5-Land surface
dataset in blue and the center of the satellite pixels of the CAMS radiation service (orange points)
surrounding the building sites (crosses). The closest meteorological stations are also illustrated in green
triangles. Map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0. Map data from OpenStreetMap.
For Loughborough, 6 km from the site, air temperature and 10-meter wind is measured. It is located in a village, whereas
the second closest station, an airfield 9 km away, additionally records solar radiation. During the test, the exterior air
temperature and relative humidity are measured on-site. For Gainsborough, the closest meteo-station only measures
air temperature and is located 8 km away. Wind speed and direction is observed at two airfields both located ca. 17
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km away, in opposite directions. The closest location found to measure solar radiation is located 31 km from the building
site. On-site during the test the exterior air temperature is measured. For the Twin Test Houses, all the requested
parameters are measured in relation to the meteo tower on-site (< 100 meter). Finally, for the Uccle test case, air
temperature and wind speed is measured 1 km away at the site of the Belgian weather institute (RMI). Solar irradiance
measurements were not acquired.
For all the cases (from left to right LBORO, GBORO, TWINS and UCCLE), air temperature and wind (illustrated by
green triangles on the maps) is observed closer to the building than the resolution of the reanalysis datasets, except
for the Gainsborough site. When available, these nearby observations are used.
Table 10.

Weather data

Variable

#

LBORO

GBORO

TWINS

UCCLE

Wind speed (10m)

ws

6 km

17 km

Site

1 km

Wind direction

wdir

6 km

17 km

Site

1 km

Air temperature

te

Site

Site

Site

1 km

Global horisontal
irradiance

ghi

CAMS-Rad

CAMS-Rad

Site

CAMS-Rad

Global diffuse
irradiance

dhi

CAMS-Rad

CAMS-Rad

Site

CAMS-Rad

Beam horisontal
irradiance

bhi

CAMS-Rad

CAMS-Rad

Derived

CAMS-Rad

Beam normal
irradiance

bni

CAMS-Rad

CAMS-Rad

Derived

CAMS-Rad

Sky irradiance (LW)

strd

ERA5

ERA5

Site

ERA5

Sky temperature

tsky

Derived

Derived

Derived

Derived

Ground Albedo

albedo

ERA5/ERA5L

ERA5/ERA5L

ERA5/ERA5L

ERA5/ERA5L

Diffuse surface
irradiance

isol_dif

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

Direct surface
irradiance

isol_dir

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

Solar height angle

alpha_sol

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

Solar azimuth angle

fai_sol

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

ISO52010

Solar radiation was only measured locally at the TWINS building site in Holzkirchen: for the other cases Copernicus
CAMS Solar Radiation Service provided minute estimates of global, direct and diffuse radiation. The service is based
on 15-minute satellite images combined with atmospheric radiation modelling. Figure 34 show that the centre of the
satellite pixels surrounding the site in orange, has a much finer spatial and temporal resolution to capture local sky
conditions than hourly measurements available several km away. The 1-minute data product was downloaded using
the CamsRad R-package [Lundström, 2016] and aggregated into 10-minute and 15-minute samples. For TWINS, beam
normal irradiance was calculated from observed 10-minute global and diffuse horizontal irradiance using the solar
positioning algorithm in the R-package solarCalcISO52010 available on Github [Lundström, 2018]. The same tool was
used to calculate direct unshaded vertical irradiance for every building orientation (Table 10).
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6.6.

Indoor temperature

In this section the possible ways to account for the indoor temperature described in Chapter 4.6. are explored on the
four test cases. Following the description of approaches, a systematic way to present and compare the results is shown
in Table 11. It is important to note that the Approach 1 for all test cases assumes a uniform indoor temperature of 18°C.
Even though the temperature in the main living space is usually higher, a temperature reduction factor is taken into
account for temperature variations within the house in accordance to the Belgian method [BS, 2019]. For approaches
under number 3 where the house is divided into two zones, it is assumed that the living room temperature is applied to
the day zone while the master bedroom temperature is applied for the night zone.
An additional limitation of the assumed approaches is that the ARX modelling cannot be performed for Approach 1.
The reason is that the temperature is constant and therefore correlated with itself, thus the model works only for the 1st
order which does not produce reliable results in this case. Given different measurement set-ups, it is not feasible to
apply all approaches to each test case, thus a discussion of the results follows.
Table 11.

Description and nomenclature of the approaches applied to the indoor temperature.

Approach

Description

1

Uniform θi according to standard

2

Uniform θi according to one sensor in the main living room

2a

θi according to one sensor in the main living room, night zone θi -2°C, arithmetic mean

2b

θi according to one sensor in the main living room, night zone θi -2°C, volume-weighted

2c

θi according to one sensor in the main living room, night zone θi -2°C, façade area-weighted

3a

θi according to sensors in each zone, arithmetic mean

3b

θi according to sensors in each zone, volume-weighted

3c

θi according to sensors in each zone, façade area-weighted

4a

θi according to detailed measurements in each room, arithmetic mean

4b

θi according to detailed measurements in each room, volume-weighted

4c

θi according to detailed measurements in each room, façade area-weighted

6.6.1.

Twin Test Houses

Since the Twin Test houses were extensively monitored during the experiment, it was possible to perform all
approaches described in Table 11. HTC estimates obtained while performing the calculation with different indoor
temperature assumptions are presented in Figure 35. In this test case, the occupancy was synthetic, therefore no
significant variations in the indoor temperature set point and achieved temperatures were introduced. Also, there was
no difference in the set-points in the day and night zone, which produced a relatively uniform temperature inside the
whole house. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that the day zone consists of the kitchen, living and dining
room, all other rooms are assumed to be the night zone.
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Figure 35. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.6) on the assumption of indoor temperature for the Twin Test Houses. The
error bar represents the standard deviation of the estimate.
Now, results will be commented from ones calculated with the “worst” assumptions to the best assumptions for this test
case. The largest discrepancy in the estimate can be noticed in Approach 1 because the assumed temperature is
significantly lower compared to other approaches. In Approaches 2a, 2b and 2c again the assumption of a lower
temperature achieved in the night zone leads to a larger deviation. Because of the assumed greater temperature
difference in the four mentioned approaches the heat losses are overestimated. Given the setup of this experiment, all
other approaches produce similar results. For example, when the living room temperature is assumed to be achieved
in the whole house, Approach 2, the estimate is equally good as the temperatures were measured in all rooms, which
in practice would often not be the case. Moreover, due to the compact geometry and the room layout of the observed
house, averaging by façade or by volume gives similar results. In the plots approaches denominated by 3 gave similar
results therefore just one estimate is shown. It can be also noticed that those approaches give slightly lower results
than approaches under number 4. Approaches under 4 which in practice require the most accurate measurements,
according to our expert knowledge, should produce the most exact estimiates.
When observing the results, the same relations between different approaches are noticed regardless of the statistical
modelling methods. On the other hand, it is possible to notice a slight increment in the estimate as the complexity of
the statistical modelling method increases (AVG to ARX).

Impact of the stratification effect
To investigate the impact of enhanced stratification occurring in Twin N2 which is heated by electric radiators, additional
approaches are adopted to define the room indoor temperatures and their impact on the HTC-estaimates has been
investigated for state-space modelling. Assumptions made for the analysis are listed in Table 12. The additional statespace model used in this analysis is shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. State Space Model used for dynamic analysis of the Twin Test Houses.
Where T0 represents the ambient temperature, T1 the external wall temperature, T2 the indoor temperature and T3
the indoor mass temperature. Moreover, i2 represents the solar heat gains, electric heating power and a proportion of
the underfloor heating power, i3 the remaining proportion of the underfloor heating power, while i1 remains unused
(i1=0).

Table 12.

Assumptions adopted while performing an additional investigation on the indoor temperature inputs for the
Twin Test Houses

Input

Assumptions

Solar irradiation

Fixed gA, south facade solar radiation

Heat input

Includes net heating energy, excludes internal heat gains

Ventilation

Supply air heating energy excluded

Indoor temperature

Volume weighted average between zone, temperatures considered according to
different hypotheses

Timestep

Hourly data

Analysis Period

42 days

State Space Modelling

3 State Space variables

The different room indoor temperatures hypotheses considered in grey-box modelling:
1.
2.
3.

tin,vol,avg: room temperatures are measured at 1.10 m height
tin,vah,avg: room temperatures are averaged over the room height from values recorded at 0.10 m, 1.10 m, 1.70
m heights and at 0.10 m below the ceiling.
tin,str,wv: ground floor rooms temperatures are averaged over the room height (tin,vah,avg ) while first-floor rooms
temperatures are averaged between tin,vah,avg and the temperature recorded at 0.10 m below the ceiling,
according to the proportion of external wall area versus roof area.
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Figure 37. HTC estimates calculated for additional indoor temperature assumptions on the example of the Twin Test
Houses.
For the Twin O5, no significant improvement in the estimated HTC can be noticed, that is because the indoor air was
uniformly heated. However, for Twin N2 a significant improvement is achieved when the air stratification is taken into
account.
6.6.2.

Gainsborough

For the Gainsborough test case, the possibilities for the investigation of the indoor temperature are limited because
only two temperatures were measured: in the living room and master bedroom. Therefore, approaches under number
4 could not be applied. Moreover, the geometry and the layout of the house are quite simple, thus it is assumed that
the ground floor is the day zone and the first floor is the night zone. Since both floors have the same area and volume
there is no difference between the arithmetic mean average, volume-weighted average and façade weighted average.
Consequently, in the plotted results 2a=2b=2c, and 3a=3b=3c. HTC estimates obtained while performing the calculation
with different indoor temperature assumptions are shown in Figure 38.
In this case, the temperature assumed by Approach 1 produces the highest estimated value. It indicates that the
assumed temperature is significantly lower than in other cases where the temperature is actually measured, and
therefore losses are largely overestimated. While approaches numbered as 2 and 3 present better assumptions of the
indoor temperature. When comparing the results 2 and 3a, it can be concluded that for this test case the temperatures
in the day and night zone do not differ significantly. On the other hand, when looking at the ARX modelling, it is possible
to notice a significant improvement between the two assumptions when the indoor temperature is calculated according
to Approach 3a.
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Figure 38. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.6) on the assumption of indoor temperature for Gainsborough. The error bar
represents the standard deviation of the estimate.
6.6.3.

Loughborough

In the Loughborough test house, the temperatures were monitored in every room. Knowing that the kitchen, living room
and dining room are located on the ground floor, the whole floor is considered as the day zone. The first floor is
considered to be the night zone. Since the floor areas and volumes of the ground and first floor are equal it is assumed
that there is no difference between the arithmetic mean average and volume-weighted average in approaches under
number 2 and 3, 2a=2b and 3a=3b. HTC estimates obtained while performing the calculation with different indoor
temperature assumptions are shown in Figure 39.
For this test case, it is noticeable that with the increase of the statistical model complexity the calculated estimates
increase in value. If comparing Approach 1 with all approaches, up to 4b which presents the most accurate assumption,
it is not possible to notice a significant improvement in the estimates for all modelling approaches. Thus, it is safe to
conclude that the achieved indoor temperatures did not significantly differ from the assumed uniform temperature of
18°C.

Figure 39. Estimates of the heat transfer coefficient calculated using different methods (see Chapter 3) and
approaches (see Section 4.6) on the assumption of indoor temperature for Loughborough. The error bar
represents the standard deviation of the estimate.
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6.6.4.

Conclusion

When no temperature measurements are available the assumed temperature according to a standard can produce a
large difference of the estimate from the actual value. It is suggested to have at least one temperature measurement
in the dwelling. Moreover, knowledge about the heating preferences in different zones of the house can improve the
assumption. Comparing the impact of the assumptions on the HTC-estimates, the deviations show to be case
dependent. For the Twin Test Houses and the Loughborough dwelling variations upt to 15 and 18% are noted, while
for the Gainsborough test case they raise to 33%.

6.7.

Conclusions

In this chapter we learned that the estimate for HTC often benefits from including solar gains. Approach 2 should in
most cases be sufficient. In those case where the models need to provide accurate predictions of the building’s
behaviour, more detailed modelling approaches for solar gains might be considered. Evidently, the heat input is the
most important term to get right. Ideally, measurements behind the generator and data to separate SH and DHW are
available. Discrepancies of up to 100% need to be taken into account when simplified modelling approaches are
considered. Also, ventilation heating power was shown to have a significant impact, with HTC changing up to 30%
when modelling it explicitly. With regard to internal heat gains, the impact of including lighting and appliance heat gains
is significant, with HTC changing up to 55%. Internal heat gains due to occupancy was shown to only have a negligible
impact. Finally, it is advisable to at least have one temperature measurement in the dwelling, as it significantly impacts
the estimate of HTC.
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7. Discussion of results
We can now confidently apply modelling approaches that have proven reliable in earlier chapters. In this Chapter, our
focus shifts from the modelling approaches to the case studies themselves. In Table 13, an overview of the inputs
investigated in Chapter 6 for each test case is presented. Here, instead of focusing on the impact of one aspect, e.g.
solar gains, we now combine the best approaches for different terms in the building’s heat balance. In this stage “best”
means most precisely measured, or most advanced method, according to our expert knowledge. Note that this often
might not correspond to the approach that gives the result closest to the reference value in our previous exploration of
the results. The main reason is that in our previous exploration we only vary one of the modelling approaches at a time,
keeping the basic approach for all the others. Hence, is hard to predict which combination of all approaches would give
the closest overall fit to the reference HTC. In this chapter, a detailed explanation of the optimal combination of
modelling approaches per test case will be given.
Table 13.

7.1.

Case studies and heat balance terms that have been investigated in detail during the Annex 71 work

Solar
gains

Heat
input

Ventilation
and
infiltration

LBORO

✓

✓

GBORO

✓

✓

✓

Twin N2

✓

✓

Twin O5

✓

✓

Uccle

✓

✓

Occupant
and heat
gains

Weather
data

Temperature
input

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Twin Test Houses

Given that during the measurement period the Twin Test Houses were extensively monitored it was possible to
investigate the majority of the proposed modelling techniques and approaches. The selected period to apply the
combination of best approaches for the Twin Test Houses is 30 days, from 01.01.2019. 00:00 to 30.01.2019. 23:50,
and the data is provided with 10 minutes frequency. For the Twin O5 case, several heat flow meters were installed
along the heating system, therefore, a detailed differentiation between the energy use of the generator, heat output and
exact heat delivered to the ambient is available. In Twin N2 only the exact heat input is measured (more in 6.2.1.). The
parameters of the ventilation systems were accurately monitored during the experimental period (see Section 6.3.1.).
Since the houses were inhabited by synthetic occupants, occupant and appliance heat gains were recreated by heaters
located in the indoor space, and the exact internal gains were measured. All the weather data was collected at the
exact location. Detailed measurements of the indoor temperature in every room at different heights are available for
both houses (see Section 6.6.2.). Despite the different heating systems, the same approaches are applied in the
assessment of both Twin N2 and O5. For the solar heat gains the most advanced approach, Approach 4, which implies
a Spline based solar transmittance calculation is adopted in grey-box modelling (details can be found in Section 4.1.4.).
In static and ARX modelling a constant gA value is adopted. In the Twin N2, only one approach to calculate the heat
delivered by the heating system, Approach 4, is possible. This approach proposes to use the exact heat delivered by
electrical heaters. For the Twin O5 the exact heat delivered by the underfloor heating is measured by a separate heat
flow meter, here again, Approach 4 is selected (more in 4.2.4.). The ventilation losses are calculated in both houses
according to the most accurate measurements of ventilation air flow and temperature (more in 4.3.1.). The losses are
provided as additional input to the overall heat balance. The only input that cannot be further explored in this test case
are the occupant and appliances heat gains, since there were no disturbances introduced by occupants. The estimation
of the internal gains cannot be improved as the exact heat input, simulating the occupancy, is measured. Next, the
weather data cannot be improved because the measurements are already taken at the exact location. In the end, the
indoor temperature is calculated based on the height-averaged values per each room, subsequently volume averaged.
This way the stratification effect, enhanced due electrical heating present in the house N2, is better captured. The
chosen accuracy is the extension of Approach 4b (more in 4.6.4.), which in practice requires the measurement of the
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room indoor temperatures at different heights. Even if the stratification is not pronounced in Twin O5 the same approach
is implemented.
Figure 40 and Figure 41 compares the HTC-estimates as obtained by the different statistical models for the optimal
approaches described above with the reference value measured by a co-heating test. In both cases the average method
(AVG) and simplest linear regression method (LR1) show similar results. When optimising the solar aperture with the
statistical model (LR2, LR3, ARX or SS) more variation in the results is found. Suprisingly, estimating the solar aperture
within the statistical analysis does not seem to enhance the HTC-estimate. Both for LR2, LR3 and ARX the estimates
are deviating more from the reference value than it is the case for the AVG and LR1-method. State space modelling
gives for the current case the best results.

Figure 40. Results for optimal combination of approaches for the Twin Test House N2. The calculated reference value
for HTC is indicated as a horizontal thick line, and a 20% deviation above and below as dashed lines.

Figure 41. Results for optimal combination of approaches for the Twin Test House O5. The calculated reference value
for HTC is indicated as a horizontal thick line, and a 20% deviation above and below as dashed lines.
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7.2.

Loughborough

The Loughborough test house was synthetically occupied during data collection, and as such internal gains and
ventilation were not investigated. The original weather data collected nearby the dwelling was used in this best
approach. Solar gains, indoor temperature, and the heat input were explored for this house. As for other test cases, a
constant solar aperture was found to be most appropriate for static methods, with splines best for the dynamic statespace and ARX models. The boiler heat output was measured directly for this test case and was found to be the best
approach for characterising the heat input in the analysis methods. Finally, the volume-weighted average internal
temperature was selected as the best approach for this variable.
The data prepared for the optimal approach was from 17/2/14 00:00 to 15/3/14 23:00, with hourly intervals. The
additional weather data was used to calculate solar splines for use in the dynamic analyses. The results of the best
approaches are shown in Figure 42. Whereas for the Twin Test Houses all methods overestimated the HTC compared
to the reference value, for the Loughborough case all methods calculate a lower HTC than the reference value, which
was again measured by a co-heating test. Part of these deviations might be attributed to the period of analysis which
in both cases deviated from the moment to co-heating test was performed. We will further dig into this in Chapter 8.
For the Loughborough case, only the dynamic methods estimate the HTC within a 20% accuracy of the reference value.
For the static methods, an underestimation of up to 30% is found.

Figure 42. Results for optimal combination of approaches for the Loughborough case. The calculated reference value
for HTC is indicated as a horizontal thick line, and a 20% deviation above and below as dashed lines.

7.3.

Gainsborough

The apartment end unit in Gainsborough that was selected for analysis is in the south-facing part of the building. One
month in 2014 from February 17th 00:00 to March 15th 23:50, is selected to apply the combination of best approaches
(28 days). The original measurement data provided in 5-minute frequency was resampled to 10-minute mean values.
From the five-minute data, gas and water meter readings were used to make a simple deterministic split between
domestic hot water and space heating under the assumption that the boiler cannot operate in heating mode and
domestic hot water mode at the same time. The other fundamental assumption is that gas use for domestic hot water
perfectly coincides with water consumption. This is implying the absence of domestic hot water storage but could not
be verified based on the available technical specifications of the system. Furthermore, a fixed boiler efficiency was
assumed (see 6.2.2.) 5-minute CO2 measurements were also used to estimate occupancy before converting the
occupancy model output to 10-minute internal heat gain. Recorded electricity consumption was also included in the
internal heat gains. Electricity and occupancy model gains constitute about half of the internal gains each (Table 14).
Note that by including the estimated internal gains, the HTC estimates increase as the internal gains are more than
four times of the energy derived for space heating (Table 14) and two times the energy for space heating and domestic
hot water (without separating out domestic hot water from boiler gas consumption). Hence, a high degree of uncertainty
can be attributed to the assumptions used in the gas splitting method.
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Table 14.

Heat gain

Mean specific heat gains per floor area over the period. I sol multiplied by a fixed gA of 3.6 was used in
some of the basic approaches.

Qh;sh gas split

Qh;dhw gas split

Qi;el meter

Qi;occ model

Isol * 3.6 m2

2.9 W/m2

3.9 W/m2

7.2 W/m2

6.6 W/m2

5.0 W/m2

The indoor temperature was recorded in the lounge (ground floor) and main bedroom (first floor). Envelope transmission
and infiltration heat loss of each floor was calculated from U-values, surface areas and air volume. The indoor
temperature was weighted according to the calculated heat loss, assuming that the temperature of the lounge equals
the temperature of the whole ground floor (lounge, kitchen and staircase) and that the temperature of the main bedroom
is the temperature of the first floor (staircase, two bedrooms and bathroom). This division leads to a 50 % weighting of
either and represents the new dataset's indoor temperature. An alternative separation according to room functions,
where the main bedroom's temperature is considered representative of the two bedrooms only would lead to a
27%/73% allocation. The bedroom's measured temperature is one degree colder on average than what was measured
in the lounge, Figure 43. In addition to the room temperatures, the ventilation supply air temperature in the balanced
ventilation unit was measured after heat recovery. The supply temperature was higher than the weighted bedroom and
lounge temperature at times, even though the outdoor air is not pre-heated by a coil. This finding indicates that the
ventilation extract air temperature is warmer than in the lounge and bedroom (at least in the room air measurement
position) and results in a positive ventilation heat gain during part of the period. With balanced ventilation, it is common
to extract air from the bathroom and kitchen, and supply fresh air to other rooms. Neither bathroom nor kitchen room
temperatures were measured. In a ventilation scheme relying on overflow between rooms, the mean indoor
temperature used to assess the envelope heat losses may not be the same as the that should be used in assessing
the building ventilation heat losses. Nevertheless, we used the weighted 50% lounge and 50% bedroom temperature
for both assessments.

Figure 43. Measured indoor temperature and supply temperature during the full period of analysis.
A comparison of building roof PV production to the hourly global horizontal radiation recorded at Waddington 31 km
away, revealed that solar irradiance was shifted by one hour in the basic dataset. This error had no implications in the
static approaches where daily data was used but was corrected for the dynamic approaches using hourly data, and the
extended ten-minute dataset. The PV electricity meter also made it possible to compare the global horizontal irradiance
observed 31 km away to the satellite irradiance product. First, the hourly observations from Waddington were
resampled from hourly to 10-minute data, and a diffuse separation method was applied (see 6.5.). The resulting global,
direct and diffuse irradiance from both the observations and the satellite irradiance product was compared to the onsite PV installations measured output. By applying simple linear regression, the satellite product achieved an R2 of 0.75
compared to an R2 of 0.69 for the observational dataset. On this basis, the global horizontal irradiance observations
from Waddington was replaced for the satellite irradiance model downloaded from CAMS-Rad.
A constant gA-value was adopted for the static methods and for the ARX models. Splines were tested, having greater
impact on the months before March, where the solar elevation angle was lower and the nearby buildings obstruct solar
irradiance (especially on the south façade).
Ventilation mass flow rate was estimated from the air handling unit electricity use sub-meter, assuming a fixed specific
fan power. The derived flow rate was used in the ventilation loss calculations. Infiltration was not separated out as an
individual effect in the final approach.
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Note that for this case study, the reference value is calculated based on designed parameters. The actual estimated
result is likely to be higher, among others due to workmanship issues. This is indeed confirmed in Figure 45: all methods
show a significantly higher HTC-estimate than the design value. Furthermore, all results are consistent around 80 W/K
(double the design value), only the state space modelling results in a lower estimate.

Figure 44. Measured PV generation and solar irradiance sourced from CAMS-Rad and observations at Waddington.
Some of the difference at mid-day between PV generation and solar irradiance stems from shading effects
due to a nearby building blocking part of the sun at this time of year.

Figure 45. Results for optimal combination of approaches for Gainsborough. The calculated reference value for HTC
is indicated as a horizontal thick line, and a 20% deviation above and below as dashed lines.

7.4.

Uccle

Finally Figure 46 compares the results for the Uccle test case. Only results of the static methods are shown. The most
optimal approach uses as indoor temperature, the weighted average temperature over the loss surfaces. For the
outdoor temperature, the temperature from a weather station nearby and the Soda-pro website are used. The global
solar radiation is also from the Soda-pro website and is multiplied with a fixed solar aperture (AVG and LR1) or
estimated as part of the modelling (LR2 and LR3). Φh comprises the gas use for space heating, the total electricity use
and the metabolic heat gains derived from the CO2 balance method. All static methods seem to overestimate the
reference value, but the overestimation is much less pronounced for the methods that estimate both HTC and solar
aperture.
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Figure 46. Results for the optimal combination of approaches for the Uccle Test House.

7.5.

Guidelines

To conclude this chapter, this section presents a set of general guidelines, subdivided for different inputs, built on our
expert knowledge and results gathered while working on the explored five test cases. The first step towards a reliable
HTC calculation is the collection of information about the building in focus. For the presented test cases this can be
found in Chapter 5. Since the main aim is to assess the performance of the building envelope, knowledge about the
construction materials, insulation quality or even construction year can give a first perception of the expected outcome.
Next, the inputs explored in Chapter 6 should be investigated for the observed building. The guidelines presented below
could serve that purpose.
Solar gains
–
–
–
–
–

Knowledge about the orientation, glazed area and external shading can give a first indication of the expected
solar gains magnitude in the overall heat balance.
Overall, solar heat gains turn out to significantly contribute to the building’s heat balance. Ignoring them will
result in an underestimation of the HTC.
The lower the expected HTC (newly erected and well-insulated buildings) and/or the larger the glazed area,
the more important is to include solar gains precisely in the heat balance equation
If the windows are rather evenly distributed over the different facades, estimating a constant solar aperture
will mostly suffice
Only for buildings with windows particularly orientated to one direction, a more precise, orientation-dependent
estimation of the solar aperture seems beneficial. This can be done by fitting a gA-value for each principle
orientation or by implementing a spline-based estimation.

Heat input
–
–
–

–
–

In order to identify the possibilities of the heat input measurement, it is important to know which heat generator
is installed in the dwelling.
If we consider gross energy use measurements, taken before the generator, we tend to overestimate the HTC.
Another important factor is the information about the DHW production, to understand which demand is
reflected in the collected measurements. If there is no separate measurement of the DHW demand we tend
to overestimate the HTC. On the other hand, if theoretical splitting is assumed it is possible to either
overestimate or underestimate the HTC, depending on the assumption.
Best results are obtained when the heat delivered to the indoor space is individually measured.
When assessing buildings with complex systems (i.e. heat pumps), to avoid arbitrary assumptions of the
efficiency and DHW split, additional measurements of the SH supply should be considered.

Infiltration and ventilation
–
–
–

Losses due to air exchanged through installed mechanical ventilation (with or without heat recovery units)
should not be included in the HTC.
Often mechanical ventilation systems are equipped with sensors e.g. in the heat recovery systems which can
be used to determine this heat gain/loss more precisely
It is often hard to separate infiltration (which is included in the HTC) and natural ventilation (not included in the
HTC). Simplified models can be used to estimate the ventilation rates. Alternatively, sometimes both are
combined in an equivalent HTC.
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Occupant and appliances gains
–
–
–
–
–
–

As for solar gains, internal heat gains can be an important additional heat gain in the building’s heat balance.
Ignoring internal heat gains will always result in a too low HTC.
A first idea of the importance of appliances gains can be made by calculating the share of electricity use by
lighting and appliances over the total energy consumption of the dwelling. The higher this share, the more
important it will be to characterise the internal heat gains precisely.
Typically, a correct assumption of the internal heat gains will be more important for well-insulated buildings.
Appliances gains can be estimated based on a survey or site visit by listing appliances and lighting.
For occupant heat gains, given the stochastic nature of this input, most of the explored approaches (Chapter
4.4.) rely on additional measurements, such as CO2 or RH-data.
If no additional measurements are available, standardised occupancy profiles can be used to estimate
occupant and appliances heat gains.

Indoor temperature
–
–
–

When no temperature measurements are available the assumed temperature according to a standard can
produce a large difference of the estimate from the target value. It is suggested to have at least one
temperature measurement in the dwelling (when possible even one sensor per zone).
The averaged indoor temperature is determined by the heating preferences of the occupant, but also by the
house layout and rooms’ purposes. Knowledge about the heating preferences in different zones of the house
can improve the assumption.
Temperature stratification highly depends on the installed emission system. If the emission system (i.e. electric
heaters) is suspected to cause enhanced stratification, sensors at different heights should be considered.

Additional comments and suggestions
–

–

–
–

The basic setup for any of the proposed statistical modelling approaches in Chapter 3 should include the
following measurements: indoor temperature, heat input, external temperature and global horizontal
irradiance. This setup was the starting point in the exploration of inputs, Chapter 6. Depending on the building
it should be taken into consideration to perform additional measurements. When possible, the most detailed
measurements should always be taken into account.
After conducting the measurement campaign and collecting the recordings it is important to identify which
measurements will be used and inspect them for missing values. Selecting a period with incomplete
measurements can result in erroneous calculations. Another aspect of data pre-processing includes
resampling and creation of organized datasets which will be used in the next steps.
Depending on the characteristics of the observed building and available measurements it is possible to select
from Chapter 4 which approaches will be applied. For all presented inputs approaches range from the simplest
to the most complex in ascending number order.
The choice of the modelling method depends on the expertise of the assessor to correctly apply the methods,
validate and understand the outcome. On the other hand, the available dataset (measured inputs, frequency,
length, etc.) also introduces limitations. Detailed instructions for applying the approaches presented in Chapter
3 can be found in Annex 58: Report of Subtask 3, part 2: Thermal performance characterisation using time
series data – statistical guidelines.

Duration and frequency of data collection/data pre-processing
–

–
–

To investigate cases presented in Chapter 5 only one length of the dataset was selected and all participants
used the same, previously pre-processed, data to carry out their research. Because of this reason, the impact
of the data length and start date on the estimates was not investigated. A short investigation of the period
impact was carried out in section 8.5.1.
Since the chosen period of 30 days is too short, the Energy Signature method could not display reasonable
results, thus was not included in graphs.
The frequency of the data used to perform different statistical modelling techniques was not prescribed.
Therefore, for dynamic modelling, the choice was made individually by the participants.
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8. Towards real-life applications
The work presented in this chapter is conducted in collaboration with the Loughborough University, UK and the datasets
used were created for the Technical Evaluation of SMETER Technologies (TEST) Project (Phase 2), which was funded
by the Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy via the Smart Meter Enabled Thermal Efficiency Ratings
(SMETER) Innovation Competition: Phase 2.
In this chapter, we turn our attention from “ideal” and extensively monitored test cases towards dwellings with limited
information and measurements available. The introduced dwellings reflect realistic measurements setups with no
additional energy usage monitoring other than smart meters, already available on site. Another difference from the
previous work is that the target, reference value of the HTC, is unknown to the participants at the beginning of this
exercise. This offer the possibility to perform a blind test and validate the assumptions and guidelines presented in
previous chapters.

8.1.

SMETER test cases

All test cases presented in this chapter, named HH07, HH18, HH20, HH21 and HH25, are located in North West
England in two neighbouring towns. The dwellings are all semi-detached but differ mainly in size and occupancy. All
dwellings are equipped with smart meters which monitor gas and electricity usage. The main heating source in all cases
is a combi boiler, which means it provides for both SH and DHW demand and individual measurements of delivered
heat flows are not available. Moreover, it is important to note that all appliances in the house are electric, including the
stove. Apart from the boiler, no additional thermotechnical services are installed in the dwellings and the dwellings are
naturally ventilated. Additional details about the dwellings can be found in Table 15. Along with the additional
information, floor plans of all dwellings are presented in Figure 47.
Table 15

Additional information about the SMETER dwellings.

Floor Area (m2)

House ID

Type

Number of
bedrooms

HH07

End terrace bungalow

43.18

1

1

Vaillant ecoTEC pro 28

HH18

End terrace bungalow

39.4

1

1

Vaillant ecoTEC pro 28

HH20

Semi-detached house

64.97

3

3

Vaillant ecoTEC pro 28

HH21

Semi-detached house

78.08

4

6

Vaillant ecoTEC pro 28

HH25

Semi-detached house

64.97

2

4

Vaillant ecoTEC pro 28
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Number of
occupants

Boiler model

Figure 47. Layouts of the SMETER test cases. For each dwelling, the living room is shown in red and the main
bedroom in blue.

8.2.

Datasets

8.2.1.

Measurements

For each of the five dwellings, measurements were provided for gas consumption (m3) and electricity consumption
(kWh), both collected at the meter for the whole dwelling. Indoor air temperature (°C) and relative humidity (%) data
were measured with sensors located in individual rooms. Datasets have a 30-minute frequency and the start dates for
the data collection vary and in some cases commenced prior to occupants moving in. The total lengths of the datasets
are up to 7 months and all measurement campaigns were conducted from the end of 2019 to the summer of 2020.
Outdoor weather data measured at a single location within 6 km of all the homes is also available. Weather data
comprise wind direction (degrees from N), wind speed (m/s), rainfall (mm), air temperature, relative humidity, air
pressure (hPa), and global solar irradiance (W/m2), but mounted vertically and facing south. The exact location of the
station is also known to the participants, thus it is possible to explore also additional weather inputs, as described in
Section 4.5.
The dwellings were vacated by the occupants for one month, during which time a co-heating test, fan pressurisations
tests, and other surveys were conducted. The co-heating test and fan pressurisation results have been omitted in the
framework of this project to allow for blind prediction of heat transfer coefficient.
8.2.2.

Preprocessing

Because of individual sensors failure, the temperature and humidity measurements collected in the dwellings show
gaps of different lengths. Those data were preprocessed to fill the gaps which are not longer than 3h. The 3h period
was selected because, according to our expert knowledge, no significant change in temperature or humidity would be
present in the observed time. The gaps were filled in with a simple interpolation between the last and next known
measurement. Gaps longer than 3h were not corrected. Since the indoor sensors are located in each room, most of
the times only one of the sensors fails, so there is a possibility to calculate the averaged indoor temperature from other
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sensors in the dwelling. In cases where gaps are attributed to problems in the acquisition unit (failure for multiple
dwellings at the same and longer time) preprocessing could not fill the gaps. Thus for some cases, there are still some
gaps present, as can be seen in Figure 48.

Figure 48. Example of successful (green) and unsuccessful (red) data preprocessing on indoor temperature
measurements. Only data gaps shorter than 3h were corrected via linear interpolation.
All weather data were measured at 10-minute intervals and pre-processed to match the dwellings’ measurements of
30 min. For each dwelling, a dataset of 60 days containing all available inputs was created. The selected 60 days
contain measurements from January, February and March, depending on the dwelling. This period was selected
because all inhabitants previously moved into the dwellings and the indoor temperature and gas usage were stable.
This might have not been the case in the first days after moving in due to the elevated heat demand needed to bring
the indoor temperature to an operational average. On the other hand, it was noticed that the external temperature starts
increasing by the end of March, which can be reflected in lower heat demand.

8.3.

Assumptions

Given the available data and information the following assumptions and approaches were adopted following the
guidelines presented in Chapter 7:
Solar gains: All statistical methods were computed using the given global radiation on the vertical south façade.
Moreover, the gA was estimated individually by each participant, and not beforehand as in previous test cases. Thus,
only methods which do not require gA as input were performed.
Heat input: The raw datasets had gaps in the measurements, thus only the periods where electricity and gas meter
data are continuous and inhabitants moved in the dwellings are selected. Electricity measurements were not
manipulated and are in the original form. However, the gas measurements were preprocessed. In order to transform
the heat input to W the calorific value of the gas and an average seasonal efficiency of the boiler were used. An average
gas calorific value was calculated from the data provided by the energy distributor for the observed period and location
(39.72 MJ/m3). The efficiency of the boiler was assumed to be constant, according to the seasonal boiler efficiency of
89.3%, as provided by the manufacturer. In addition to this transformation, DHW decoupling, see Figure 49, was
performed according to [Bacher P. et al., 2016]. The DHW decoupling will be further elaborated in Section 8.2.
Infiltration and ventilation: Since the natural ventilation rate cannot be monitored it was not possible to separate
ventilation losses from the HTC. Thus, it was decided to compare the results to the co-heating estimate [Allinson D. et
al., 2020] which includes ventilation losses. Note that a similar approach was also applied in the SMETER-project.
Occupant and appliances gains: Inhabitant gains were neglected and part of the electricity measurements, precisely
50 %, was included as appliances gains.
Indoor temperature: Temperature measurements from all rooms were area-averaged.
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Period: To avoid deviation in estimates due to different conditions present in different periods, it was decided that all
participants use the same 30 days (7th February – 8th March).

Figure 49. DHW decoupling procedure according to Bacher et al. Performed on SMETER gas measurements. The
first plot shows the total energy delivered by the boiler in blue, while the resulting kernel smoother is
indicated in yellow. The second and third plot show the separated SH and DHW respectively.

8.4.

Results

Eight participants of the ST3 participated in the presented blind exercise and performed different statistical modelling
techniques. First, all participants received the preprocessed datasets of 60-days length and the choice of the period
used for the estimation was individual. After comparing the first results, large deviations in estimates were noticed
between different statistical modelling techniques, but also between the results provided by different participants and
the same modelling. Therefore, in the next step, the unique period of 30 days was prescribed (see also Section 8.3.).
Here, the results are presented only for the 30 days. Moreover, three additional causes of discrepancy in the results
were identified and further explored in section 8.5.
The results in this section are presented for each house and subdivided per statistical method and participant. The
validation procedure for different modelling techniques was performed according to guidelines collected in Annex 58
ST3 statistical guidelines [IEA EBC Annex 58, 2016], and it is not presented in this work.
It is important to mention that the target value was added to the plots even though at the moment of calculation it was
unknown. The target, reference value of the HTC as determined in the SMETER-project, is shown in the plots as the
continuous horizontal line, togehter with the lower and upper confidence bound (shown as dashed lines). The lower
and upper bounds include an estimate of the measurement uncertainty (95% CI) plus an additional uncertainty to
account for the HTC changes through the season due to ground temperature and average wind speed. The reference
HTC and the confidence bounds were obtained from the SMETER project. The results for all test cases are presented
in Figure 50 to Figure 54.
Static methods performed by all participants give consistent results, while in dynamic modelling there is a discrepancy
in the results between different participants. This deviation can be attributed to the freedom modellers have in choosing
the inputs for the models and variant of the model (state-space modelling). Moreover, different setups for ARX and SS
modelling require also different frequencies. All parameters of dynamic models are selected and tuned in order to pass
the model validation (more in [IEA EBC Annex 58, 2016]). Different results among participants can also be caused by
the use of different programming languages and respectively also optimizers.
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For all test cases the estimates obtained for the observed period, given the adopted assumptions, resulted to be
significantly lower than the results obtained from a co-heating test (target value). The underestimation of the heat losses
is equally noticeable for smaller test cases, with lower energy demand, and the larger ones, with higher demand. This
leads to the conclusion that the assumptions presented in Section 8.3. can be improved and further investigation is
presented in Section 8.6.

Figure 50. Resulting HTC estimates subdivided per modelling method and compared to the reference value for the
test case HH07 of the SMETER project.

Figure 51. Resulting HTC estimates subdivided per modelling method and compared to the reference value for the
test case HH18 of the SMETER project.
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Figure 52. Resulting HTC estimates subdivided per modelling method, and compared to the reference value for the
test case HH20 of the SMETER project.

Figure 53. Resulting HTC estimates subdivided per modelling method and compared to the reference value for the
test case HH21 of the SMETER project.
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Figure 54. Resulting HTC estimates subdivided per modelling method and compared to the reference value for the
test case HH25 of the SMETER project.
For the presented test cases static (AVG, LR2 and LR3) and dynamic (ARX, and SS) modelling techniques were used
in HTC and gA assessment. Given the available datasets and information, LR1 could not be performed because it
requires the gA value computed beforehand, thus only methods which can estimate the gA alone were used. The
estimated gA values are presented in Figure 55, however, there are no references available for comparison

Figure 55. Resulting gA estimates subdivided per modelling method and test case of the SMETER project.
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Same as in the HTC estimation, all participants got consistent results when performing LR2 and LR3 modelling. On the
other hand, for dynamic modelling, the results vary between participants and there are not enough results to identify a
relation between results obtained with different modelling techniques. The impact of the solar gains, thus the calculation
of the gA value, is questionable for all cases because the assessment was carried out using global solar irradiation on
a vertical plane facing south while the orientation of the houses is unknown. Despite the fact that the solar radiation in
winter months comes predominantly from the south, solar gains from other orientations could not be properly taken into
account.

8.5.

Investigation of the assumptions

After noticing significant deviation in estimated HTCs between participants, in total five assumptions were additionally
investigated: the impact of the choice of the period, the impact of the assumption adopted for the appliance gains, the
impact of the selected DHW splitting method, the impact of the choice of the indoor temperature average and the Impact
of weather data availability on HTC estimation. These effects were explored by four different participants and now
presented more in detail.
8.5.1.

Impact of the choice of period

The main aim of this investigation was to observe if, for different periods and lengths, the estimate would converge to
different values. To investigate the effect of the period length and starting point on the HTC estimate an algorithm for
period selection was created. The algorithm starts at the length of two days and continues up to the length of the whole
60 days dataset, along with the duration the starting point of the dataset is also changed. Here, the HTC is estimated
based on a moving time window, by means of three static modelling methods (AVG, LR2, LR3). For each subset of the
dataset, a new HTC estimate and its standard deviation are calculated. In Figure 56 to Figure 58 each marker
represents one estimate.

Figure 56. Impact of the period length and starting point on the HTC estimate for the example of the test case HH18.
Estimates shown in blue colour are obtained when the whole 60 days (January to March) dataset was observed, while
the black ones are obtained when only 30 days (February) from the dataset are taken into account. It is important to
note that for this test case there was a failure in data collection on day 20 of the long dataset and the data is not
continuous, thus broken into two parts. This gives the opportunity to single out the cloud of estimates related to the first
19 days, marked in red. It is possible to conclude that the difference in the period selection, even if the datasets are
only a month apart, can significantly influence the assessment and lead to a different result. Moreover, looking at the
longest available period, it is arguable what is the minimum required dataset length to get a stable estimate. For the
work conducted in this chapter, the minimum of 30 days, shown in black, was chosen.
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Figure 57. Impact of the period length and starting point on the HTC estimate for the example of the test case HH07.
However, the impact of the period selection is not significant in all explored test cases. Estimates obtained for test
cases HH18 and HH20 present a higher sensitivity on the period choice, while for cases HH07, HH21 and HH25 the
impact is not noticeable, Figure 57.
In Figure 58, the corresponding standard deviation is shown for the estimates presented in Figure 56. Here, no
significant difference can be attributed to the different starting point of the observed period. Also, it can be noticed that
the standard deviation stabilizes after the length of 25 days.

Figure 58. Impact of the period length and starting point on the standard deviation of estimate for the example of the
test case HH18.
Given the complexity of the automatization of the period choice for the dynamic methods, only a comparison between
the estimation using state-space models for 15, 30 and 60 days is presented. Based on limited tests, as shown in
Figure 59, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn: 1) For the five real cases, it is not easy to converge to parameter
estimates with physically reasonable values and a model that passes the statistical validation (e.g. parameter
significance and white-noise residuals). The complexity of the datasets results in multiple ‘optimal solutions’, where one
‘solution’ refers to a set of values for parameter estimations. The grey-box model fitting outcome was found to be
sensitive to the initial and boundary values. 2) In general, a longer period of the dataset leads to a better estimation
(i.e. smaller standard error) and an easier model fitting. It is noticeable that for all cases when moving towards a longer
dataset the 95CIs are narrowed and the stable HTC-determination is kept. However, for some cases, there was no
significant difference between 30 and 60 days confidence bounds. The only exception is the case HH21 which had a
valid estimation for all three lengths. 3) Model validation, such as the assumption of white-noise residuals and statistical
significance, is very important for the HTC-determination, especially the statistical significance for thermal resistances.
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Generally, if one parameter (e.g. thermal resistance) is not statistically significant in the grey-box model, it leads to
unstable estimation for this parameter and relatively large standard error value.

Figure 59. Impact of the period length on the HTC estimation for the SMETER test cases when SS modelling is
performed.
8.5.2.

Impact of electrical appliances gains

It is known that part of the energy consumed by appliances is dissipated in the internal environment of a building as
heat gains, which mainly contributes to the raising of the indoor temperature. However, it is difficult to estimate which
percentage of this energy is being released to the indoor volume as it depends on the appliances type and efficiency.
To test how sensitive the HTC estimate is to the assumption made on the appliances gains the HTC was calculated
considering that either 100%, 50% or 0% of the appliances consumed energy is converted to heat. This way it is
possible to assess the maximum error this term can introduce. Multiple linear regression, LR2, was used in this study,
and the resulting estimates are shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60. Impact of electrical appliances gains on SMETER test cases
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The results show that there exists a significant difference between the HTC estimates in houses HH20, HH21 and
HH25, which can be around 30% in the worst cases. On the other hand, houses HH07 and HH18 presented a smaller
difference, which was below 10%. A higher dispersion between the HTC estimates in noticed in houses having more
occupants since the electrical consumption in respect to the gas demand was higher. This is confirmed by Figure 61,
which plots the relative deviation of the HTC-estimates when assuming 50% or 100% electrical gains compared to 0%
gains as a function of the electricity use over total energy use. As can be expected, if the share of electricity use in the
total energy use is higher, the deviation (and hence the uncertainty on HTC-estimate) is higher. This brief study points
out that the assumption we make on the appliances gains can have a big impact on the HTC estimate. Evaluating the
share in electricity use for appliances in the total energy use can help to estimate the uncertainty.

Figure 61. Difference in the HTC estimates from the estimates when no appliance gains are considered, shown as
function of the share of electricity consumption in overall energy usage.
8.5.3.

Impact of DHW splitting

All five houses have combi boilers without storage tanks which means they provide both DHW and space heating on
demand. The heat delivered to the indoor space is not measured, only gross measurements of gas consumption (m 3)
at 30-minute intervals were available. In order to separate between DHW heating spikes and space heating, decoupling
was done according to the non-parametric kernel smoothing method by Bacher et al. [2016]. This approach is extended
to detect periods when occupants are not using domestic hot water, reallocating the spike in gas consumption from
DHW to space heating. During the daytime, measurements of absolute humidity from living spaces, kitchen and
bathroom were used to identify time steps where the absolute humidity above outdoor air decreased in all rooms. At
these time-steps and night (from 01:00 to 05:00), it is assumed that all heat production is attributed to space heating.
Other possible conditional statements that consider additional measurements like room temperature increase or the
number of occupants per household were not tested.
Figure 62 compares the extended allocation based on assumptions of presence to the base kernel smoothing method
and an alternative where no attempts are made to separate between DHW and space heating. Shown in red are the
estimates calculated using the kernel smoothing decoupling method to split DHW from gas meter consumption, while
for estimates in green the additional conditions were applied. Presented in blue are the estimates calculated without
decoupling of DHW and space heating (all gas consumption is space heating).
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Figure 62. Impact of the different assumptions applied in DHW and SH splitting for SMETER test cases.
It is expected that not attempting to decouple DHW use from gas leads to overestimations of HTC. Splitting may lead
to either underestimation or overestimation of the HTC. The smallest influence on HTC is seen in household 7, which
is known to be a one-person household. The largest difference can be seen in household 21 with six occupants,
followed by HH20 and HH25 (3 and 5 person households). Household 18, known to have one occupant, more
unexpectedly show the largest relative difference between HTC estimates. These results indicate the importance of
knowing details about the heat generator installed in the building and information about the DHW production. Data
availability at a higher resolution (30-minute) than what was used in the HTC estimations (24-hour sampling for nondynamic methods and 3-hour for ARX) makes it possible to investigate different decoupling methods.
8.5.4.

Impact of temperature averaging

Section 6.6. showed that the assumption regarding the indoor temperature can have a significant effect on the resulting
HTC estimate. Here, the impact of three assumptions is compared. First, it is assumed that only the living zone
temperature is known. Next, an average between the living zone temperature and the temperature of one bedroom is
calculated. Finally, an average between the temperatures of all the zones is considered. For the second and third
assumption, the indoor temperatures are averaged according to the floor areas.
The implementation of the second approach requires choosing one bedroom for the calculation of the average indoor
temperature. For the dwellings HH07, HH18, HH21 and HH25, the master bedroom (which is often the only bedroom)
is chosen. For HH20, the master bedroom temperature was not available, so the front bedroom is chosen. The chosen
rooms are marked blue in Figure 47.
The indoor temperature profiles of the living zone and bedroom are found to be close to each other when located on
the same (ground) floor, while those temperature profiles are more distant from each other when the bedroom is located
on the first floor (Figure 63).
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Figure 63. Indoor temperature profiles of the living zone (orange), of the bedroom (green) and average indoor
temperature profile including all the zones (blue) for the case HH07, where the bedroom is and living zone
are on the same floor, and the case HH25 where the bedroom is on the first floor and the living zone is on
the ground floor.
Since the temperature of the living zone is typically higher than the temperature of the other rooms, the average indoor
temperature decreases as soon as more zones are involved. Hence, also the indoor-outdoor temperature difference
decreases, resulting in a higher HTC. The results are presented in Figure 64. The difference in the calculated HTC
depending on using an average temperature measurement across all the sensors or just the reading from one is up to
11 %. Similar results were found in the analysis of the SMETER Project. [R. Jack et al, 2021] reported differences of
up to 15% in the calculated HTC between an averaged temperature across all sensors or just the reading from one.
Only dwelling HH07 show a different pattern because the temperature of the bedroom in this house is slightly higher
than in the living zone. For all other cases, the bedroom temperatures are lower than in the living spaces. It can be
noticed for all cases that, with including all rooms in the averaging, thus improving the assumed indoor temperature,
the estimates are closer to the references.

Figure 64. Impact of the different assumptions applied on indoor temperature averaging for SMETER test cases.
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8.5.5.

Impact of weather data availability on HTC estimation

The weather station was within approximately 6 km of all homes, measuring all the main weather variables, including
outdoor air temperature and vertical global solar irradiance facing south. Data were collected at 10-minute intervals
and pre-processed to match the dwellings' measurements (30 min). Not knowing the exact location of the dwellings,
the weather station's location was used to compare HTC estimates to a situation where local measurements are not
available.
We followed a similar procedure to the case study buildings in Chapter 7 and downloaded ERA5 reanalysis data via
Copernicus Climate Store and CAMS solar radiation time-series via Copernicus Atmosphere Data Store. The outdoor
temperature from ERA5 was interpolated from 30 km gridded hourly values to the location of the weather station and
in time from hourly instantaneous values into 30-min averages over the past half hour. The Copernicus CAMS Solar
Radiation Service provided estimates of global, direct and diffuse radiation based on 15-minute satellite images
combined with radiation modelling. The acquired time series was processed to calculate direct unshaded vertical
irradiance for the south-facing façade (using the R-package solarCalcISO52010). It was assumed that only diffuse
irradiance hits the building facades when the solar elevation angle is below 9°. This assumption was made to account
for shading of direct irradiance from nearby obstacles without knowing the exact situation around the buildings. Finally,
the 15-minute averages of vertical irradiance were converted to 30-minute averages to match the local measurements.

Figure 65. Impact of the different weather data on the HTC estimation for SMETER test cases. Assumption 0 (red)
corresponds to measured air temperature and vertical irradiance sourced < 6 km from the building site,
assumption 1 (green) same, but with calculated vertical irradiance from satellite irradiance product, and
assumption 2 (blue) to vertical irradiance from satellite and outdoor air temperature from reanalysis.
Figure 65 shows the impact on HTC estimates when substituting weather observations with other datasets. Shown in
red are the estimates calculated using measured air temperature and vertical irradiance sourced < 6 km from the
building site. Estimates when the irradiance is swapped with calculated vertical irradiance from satellite irradiance
product, are shown in green, while estimates calculated with the vertical irradiance from satellite and outdoor air
temperature from reanalysis are shown in blue.
The results indicate that compared to solar irradiance measurements taken close to the site (< 6 km), data from remotesensing satellite irradiance products may provide a viable alternative. Using the calculated vertical irradiance seemed
to provide better results than using the global horizontal irradiance from the satellite product directly (not shown). This
result is in line with previous literature, indicating that estimating solar gains from global horizontal measurements may
overestimate HTC in co-heating experiments [Stamp et al. 2017]. According to this study, the best results are obtained
vertical south‐facing or weighting each façade irradiance by their respective glazing proportions, depending on the
orientation of the dwellings and local shading effects. Since we do not know the exact orientation of the dwellings, it is
impossible to verify the results. However, we found that HTC estimates were closer to the results obtained with
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measured irradiance from the weather station when assuming that direct (and circumsolar) irradiance is blocked at
lower sun elevation angles (< 9°).
By replacing both irradiance and outdoor temperature with model data, results display the significance of outdoor
temperature on HTC estimates. The influence on HTC of not having measurements of air temperature from a nearby
station is greater than for solar irradiance, but this may be due to the relatively coarse spatial resolution of the reanalysis
used. New regional surface reanalysis products are expected to take better advantage of Europe's observation stations
density, and observations closer to the site than 30 km could easily be acquired through the MIDAS Open public
datasets [Met Office, 2019]. Another reason for the differences is that the reanalysis does not always fully capture the
lows found in the measured outdoor temperatures [Skeie et al., 2021]. On the other hand, local measurements are
sometimes under the influence of solar irradiance, which can mask diurnal differences. For the selected 30 day period,
the mean bias difference (-0.20°C) between the reanalysis and local weather station is low. The root mean square error
(0.68°C) and mean absolute difference (0.53°C) is also better than for the other cases investigated in Chapter 6.
Consequently, the result from the averaging approach is almost unchanged. The other methods used to estimate HTC
above may indicate more difference in the dynamic approaches, which utilizes a shorter time step, but overall the
differences are small.

8.6.

Conclusions

In this Chapter, a blind test was performed on five real dwellings for which only smart meter readings were available.
Based on the guidelines developed in Chapter 7, basic assumptions were made to perform the analysis. In the next
step, the impact of these assumptions was investigated. For all houses, a significant underestimation of the HTC was
observed compared to the reference value. The static methods showed to be very consistent when comparing the
results of different participants, while larger variations were found for the dynamic methods. This can be attributed to
the freedom in the dynamic methods, such as choice of data frequency, model selection procedure, etc. When exploring
the impact of the assumptions on the HTC-estimates, the time and duration of the measurement period, the occupants
and appliance gains and the splitting of DHW and SH were found to be the most important parameters influencing the
outcome.
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9. Conclusion
This document reported the work performed within Subtask 3 ‘Physical Parameter Identification’ of the IEA EBC Annex
71 project. In this subtask, we investigated methodologies to identify the thermal performance of the fabric of residential
buildings that are in use, and for which we have only limited monitoring data available. We started with deducing the
full heat balance equation of a building to highlight the assumptions that are made in simplified models to determine
the building’s Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC). We then, step by step, analysed the impact of different approaches to
determine the input parameters to solve the heat balance equation with simple statistical tools. Both static (averaging
and single and multiple linear regression) and dynamic (ARX and state space modelling) methods were investigated.
This explorative study was performed on five case studies, and for each input parameters (solar gains, the net heat
input, infiltration and ventilation heat losses, occupant and appliance heat gains, weather data and indoor temperature)
the impact of a modelling approach on the HTC-estimates was evaluated. Based on this information, the optimal
approach was determined for each case study building and applied to determine the HTC as precise as possible. Since
for all case study buildings, reference values were available, we could compare the different modelling outcomes with
the target values. The results of the different static and dynamic statistical methods showed to be rather consistent, but
deviated often significantly (20% or more) from the target value. This analysis allowed us to deduce general guidelines
on how to deal with the different input parameters for specific cases.
In a final step, a blind exercise was performed on five inhabited dwellings in the UK for which indoor temperature
measurements and smart meter readings were available. Based on the guidelines, an optimal approach was selected
and applied to all five dwellings. Different participants participated in this blind test. It was found that the outcomes of
the static methods were very consistent, while for the dynamic methods, which allow more freedom to the user, larger
deviations were observed between the HTC’s as estimated by the different participants. Hence, the static methods can
be considered more robust in application, but overall both static and dynamic measurements resulted in similar
estimates, which for some of the buildings were in close agreement with the target values (co-heating test results),
while for other buildings deviations up to almost 50% were found. Analysis of the impact of the assumptions on the
predicted outcomes revealed that assumptions on almost all parameters (measurement time and period, internal heat
gains, temperature averaging,…) significantly impact the outcome.
Overall, it can be concluded that the statistical tools investigated in this work show promise to determine the building’s
HTC based on limited on-site monitored data. Care has to be taken, however, on the assumptions made with regard
to the input parameters in the heat balance equation. A further in-depth analysis on more case studies is advisable to
turn the methods into reliable tools to be used in actual performance assessment. In doing so, specific attention should
go to an in-depth analysis of the uncertainty and repeatability before moving to large scale applications.
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11. Annex: Common Exercises
•
•
•
•

IEA EBC Annex 71: Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements. First common
exercise – instruction document. August 2017.
IEA EBC Annex 71: Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements. Common
exercise 1bis – instruction document. January 2018.
IEA EBC Annex 71: Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements. Common
exercise 2 Twins test case – instruction document. November 2019
IEA EBC Annex 71: Building energy performance assessment based on in-situ measurements. Common
exercise 3 Blind test on BEIS data – instruction document. February 2021
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